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^ T f^ w o  well-known scholars oFSSj
and Clark expedition will be in resort 
1  dence at UM fall semester, brin'gthg*''^ 
historical expertise to campus as well as new 
perceptions of landscape geology of that time 
and today.
Gary Moulton, the Thomas C. Sorenson 
Professor of History at the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln, arguably the world’s pre­
eminent Lewis and Clark scholar, will teach 
v two history classes and-wfikgive several pub- " 
UiC lectures around the state. Moulton has
spent the past twenty-five years editing the 
Lewis and Clark journals —  twelve volumes 
in all, with a thirteenth, the index, expected 
out soon. Moulton also will serve as an acad­
emic consultant to the Earth Observing 
System Education Project’s National Lewis 
and Clark Education Center during his 
tenure at UM
Daniel Botkin, former environmental 
studies professor at the University of 
California Santa Barbara, and director of the 
Program for Global Change at George 
Mason University, has published several 
books on the expedition. In Our Natural 
History: The Lessons of Lewis and Clark, 
Botkin discusses the approach taken by the 
expeditions’ leaders in gathering scientific 
data and providing detailed records of their
Charles Russell’s "Lewis and Clark on the Lower'
encounters with the natural world. He uses 
the expedition to explore landscape geology 
biology and other scientific phenomena froi 
the perspective of the Corps of Discovery’s 
time as well as ours. Botkin will lead a grouj 
of K-12 teachers on field trips to various site 
used by the expedition, give a series of publi 
lectures and head a multi-disciplinary group 
in exploring the scientific implications of th 
Corps and its relevance today.
Moulton will speak September 14 at UN 
Missoula’s University Theatre; October 25 £ 
UM-Westem in Dillon; November 2 at 
Montana State University-Billings, and 
December 1 at the Lewis and Clark Nation: 
Historical Trail Interpretive Center in Grea
Falls. Botkin will address the Travelers Rest 
Chapter at the Lolo Community Center on 
September 6, and speak at UM-Missoula’s 
University Theatre on October 17 and at the 
Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail 
Interpretive Center in Great Falls on 
November 2. All talks are scheduled for 7 
p.m. and are free and open to the public. For 
more information, contact Alex Philp, direc­
tor of the National Lewis and Clark 
Education Center, (406) 243-6469, 
aphilp@eoscenter.com.
Moulton’s and Botkin’s residencies are 
sponsored by the center and give new reso­
nance to UM’s award-winning institutional 
theme, The Discovery Continues.
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(greetings from the Yresident
0
s this issue of the Montanan goes to press, I would like to 
take the opportunity to reflect about the results of the 
L Montana Legislative session. As you know, we went into 
\  the session working hard to open a constructive dialogue 
with policymakers about the adequacy of funding for higher educa- 
tion. We did so, in large part, because of urging from the accredita­
tion team that visited the campus in April 2000. The team recom­
mended reaffirmation of our institutional accreditation while not­
ing the need to ensure that the available funding allowed us to ful­
fill the mission of the University.
In our request to the legislature, we sought a 20 percent increase 
in state funding for the biennium as an investment in the future, 
pledging to do all that we could to enhance Montana’s economy and 
culture. In part, we based the request on a comparison of funding 
support in surrounding states. To reach the average level of support 
of those peer states would require annual increases of $500 per resi­
dent full-time student for five years. Currently, the state provides less 
than 20 percent of the total budget of The University of Montana. 
Stated another way, UM-Missoula has a much higher dependence 
on tuition revenue to support instructional programs than its peer 
institutions in other states.
The legislature responded to our request but provided an increase 
of only 10 percent over the biennium, less than we requested but cer­
tainly significant for us. I must emphasize that we greatly appreciate 
the increased support. However, because the increase did not meet 
the perceived need, the state Board of Regents authorized tuition 
increases of 13 percent in each of the next two years. That will 
amount to increases of about $320 for Montana residents and rough­
ly $1,100 for nonresidents each year. W ith the combination of
increased state support and tuition rev­
enue, we can protect the quality of our 
programs and deliver on the promises we 
make to students who choose to attend 
the University.
We worked hard for a larger increase 
in state funding and lower tuition, but 
conditions in M ontana and the 
demands on state funds did not allow for 
that outcome. Students have indicated 
their understanding, but they also have made it very clear that they 
expect to see qualitative improvements. The regents have issued a 
mandate to all the campuses to that same effect. UM will fulfill that 
mandate because we understand full well that people respond when 
they receive fair value for value given.
During the next eighteen months, we will issue reports indicat­
ing how we have lived up to this pledge. In addition, we will con­
tinue a dialogue with policymakers, explaining the relationship 
between investment in higher education and the economic and cul­
tural vitality of the state. Doing so will require that we seek and 
attain consensus about the contributions to Montana made by the 
Montana University System and UM-Missoula in particular. I look 
forward to engaging each and every one of you in this critical dis­
cussion.
George M. Dennison 
President
Pulitzer Prize
ulie Sullivan, a 1987 graduate of UM’s 
I  journalism school, became the eighth 
M UM graduate —  and seventh UM jour­
nalism graduate —  to  win a Pulitzer Prize. 
Sullivan was part of a four-person reporting 





exposing flaws in 
the U S . 
Immigration and 
Naturalization 
Service. “My goal 
Ju,ie Sullivan was to prove
immigration was not a border-state issue,” 
Sullivan told Butte’s Montana Standard, her 
hometown newspaper. “How people are treat­
ed during the process is an issue in every 
community.”
Sullivan previously had won an American 
Society of Newspaper Editors national award 
for profile writing and her short profiles were 




1994 graduate of UM’s environmen­
tal studies program is the national 
Sierra Club’s new president. Jennifer 
Ferenstein, who has chaired the organiza­
tion’s Northern Rockies Task Force since 
1997, was first elected to the Sierra Club’s 
governing board by vote of its 660,000 mem­
bers; in May the governing board elected her 
president.
Growing up, Ferenstein spent most of her 
summers on her grandparents’ cattle ranch in 
central Oregon. She came to Missoula in 
1991, where she attended the University and 
was active as an environmental organizer. It
was in Missoula 
that she says she 
learned how all 
things are 
“hitched togeth­
er,” an oft-quoted 
phrase of John 
Muir, Sierra Club 
founder. She left 
her position as an 
organizer for the 
Montana Environmental Information Center 
to take the helm at the Sierra Club June 1.
Ferenstein travels a bit in her new posi­
tion, but she still lives in Missoula. One of 
her goals is to ensure the Sierra Club is not 
perceived as being “anti-everything,” adding 
she wants to offer alternatives and choices to 
the American public. One project close to 
her heart is development of wind energy in 
northcentral Montana. “Those kinds of local 
projects are what the Sierra Club has always 
been best at,” she says. “We are a large
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y^ROUND THE OVAL
UM s  Triathlalon Club poses for 
a photo after winning the 
Wildfiower Triathalon in 
Monterey County, California. The 
team unseated foe University of 
Colorado-Boulder’s  team, which 
had won foe competition for five 
years straight
(from left to right)
Brandon Fuller, Tom Wagner, 
Nathan Olson, Jill Walker, 
Michael Gordon, Isaac Bertschi 
and Stevie Roark




Do You Have Generational Pull?
We’re planning a feature article on families with three or more genera­tions who attended and/or 
received degrees from UM. If your family 
boasts three generations of UM students, and 
you’d like to be considered for this feature, 
please send a brief description of the individ­
uals in each generation, when they attended 
UM and what they studied. Include amusing 
anecdotes, interesting quotes, family legend 
or myth —  whatever you think makes your 
story interesting to a wide range of readers. 
The generations should be in a direct line.
For instance, do not count your uncle on 
your mother’s side as one generation, when 
the other two generation members are from 
your father’s side.
Because of space limitations, we will only 
be able to feature a few families, but we will 
list all families who respond. Send your gen­
erational descriptions to: Montanan Editor, 
University Relations, The University of 
Montana, Missoula, MT 59812.
Ode to a Friend
The University mourned the loss of alumnus and supporter Carroll O’Connor with the rest of the world 
when the well-loved and highly respected 
actor died in June. UM President George 
Dennison and his wife Jane attended the 
funeral in Los Angeles, along with Alumni 
Association Director Bill Johnston. Johnston 
writes to the Montanan: “Friends from 
Montana, friends and colleagues from the 
‘industry’ and fans of John Carroll O ’Connor 
gathered on June 26th to pay respect and say 
goodbye to our friend. We knew Carroll ’56 
as a UM alumnus whose deep respect for the 
University led to a lifelong dedication and 
support of his alma mater. We also knew 
Carroll as a devoted partner to Nancy Fields 
O’Connor ’51. As a team, these two people 
had a large impact on our University, the 
movie industry, and on untold thousands 
through their charity and civic involvement. 
“Sally Struthers, who played Gloria, and
Rob Reiner, who played Michael, in AM in the 
Family were both able to attend the funeral 
service. W hen they met in the front of the 
church just before the service, the daughter 
and son-in-law of Archie Bunker embraced 
for several minutes. Initially, I thought that it 
was very touching to see the emotions of a 
daughter and her husband mourn the loss of
Carroll 0  Connor
a loved one. Then I remembered that those 
were roles played out in a sitcom and not real 
life. O r were they? Such was the magic and 
the gift of Carroll O ’Connor. His gift, freely 
given, allowed others to enjoy, laugh and cel-
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Marc Radcot chats with Provost Lois Muir (right) and faculty 
members before delivering the Commencement speech at UM’s 
2001 graduation.
ebrate all that is important to us. Such was 
the person John Carroll O ’Connor. Bom 
August 2,1924- Died June 21, 2001.”
Native American 
Law Students Shine
A two-person team of UM law stu­dents garnered third place at a national moot court competition 
sponsored by the Native American Law 
Student Association last spring. Ryan Rusche 
and Mato Standing High competed against 
forty-nine other teams at the contest, held at 
Lewis and Clark College in Portland,
Oregon.
The teams earned points by arguing a 
thirty-minute case about treaty rights and 
Pacific Northwest salmon recovery issues. 
Real-world judges, federal Indian law attor­
neys and professors from across the country 
served as mock U.S. Supreme Court judges in 
the competition.
The UM students also took second place
for their brief and Rusche was 
named third-best oralist, which 
made UM the first school to place 
in all three categories in the nine- 
year history of the competition.
Rusche is an Assiniboine and 
Sioux tribal member from 
Montana’s Fort Peck Reservation.
Standing High is a Sioux from the 
Rosebud Reservation in South 
Dakota.
Teams from Hawaii and Ohio 




ormer Montana Governor Marc Racicot 
returned to his alma mater in May to 
deliver the Commencement speech for 
UM’s 2001 graduation. He received an hon­
orary doctorate from UM at the ceremony. 
The Montana native is now a partner in the 
Washington, D.C., office of the Texas-based 
law firm Bracewell and Patterson. He recent­
ly was appointed chair of America’s Promise: 
The Alliance For Youth, which was founded 
and previously chaired by Colin Powell. 
Racicot received his bachelor’s degree from 
Carroll College in 1970 and his juris doctor­
ate from UM’s law school in 1973.
Racicot’s friendship with President 
George Bush put him in the national spot­
light over the past year. He served on Bush’s 
legal team during the Florida election chal­
lenges and was considered by Bush for
So Much for that Natural Look
■
he natural look is out in Washington-Grizzly Stadium and 
SprinTurf is in.
Thanks to an anonymous donor, the Grizzlies will no 
longer have that, w ell... grizzled look. Gone is the mud. Gone, 
too, the tom grass turf and matted, slippery common-use areas.
Here to stay is an artificial turf UM officials believe to 
be the best and most cost-effective product on the market. 
SprinTurf differs from the three other products tested because it 
does not use sand as a filler, which could harden under Montana’s 
volatile temperatures.
Opinions on the new turf vary. Many fans thought the natural 
turf gave the Grizzlies an advantage over visiting teams that were 
used to more “controlled” situations. Others have pointed out 
that the Griz may have had a disadvantage when they traveled 
because many of the teams they play have artificial turf. W ith the 
new turf the Griz will be playing most of their games on the same 
sort of surface.
Regardless of one’s opinion on this hot topic, perhaps it could 
be agreed that SprinTurf may clean the Grizzlies up a bit, but 
their play should still have th a t . . .  grizzled quality.
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[Custom Homes I
f o u r  F a b u l o u s  w a y s  
To l i v e  On F l a t h e a d  L a k e .
Now you can  live on  th e  W est’s  la rg e s t n a tu ra l  fresh w ater 
lake  an d  on  a  27-hole cham pionsh ip  go lf course  an d  s till 
g e t to  choose fro m  a  v arie ty  o f hom e sizes, p rices  an d  styles.
W hether you’re  look ing  fo r a  seasonal, vacation  o r  p e rm an en t 
hom e, you ’ll find  th a t  M ission Bay h as  ju s t  w h at you  h a d  in  m ind.
P a tio  H om es. E xclusively  designed  fo r M ission Bay, they  
fea tu re  m ain tenance-free convenience, desirable single-floor 
liv ing  p lu s  custom  op tions su ch  a s  w alk o u t basem ents.
Town H om es. These con tem porary  no-m ain tenance hom es 
offer spacious k itch en s, vau lted  ceilings, p riv a te  pa tio s 
an d  oversized tw o c a r  g a rag es.
F a irw a y  H om es. These s ty lish , value packed  designs 
enable you  to  have a  custom -created  3 bedroom  2 b a th  hom e on 
a  la rg e  g o lf course  view hom esite fo r a  very  affordable price.
C ustom  H om es a n d  H o m esite s . O u r gen ero u sly  sized hom esites 
enable you  to  c rea te  y o u r ow n custom  lake estate.
O u r m ain tenance-free hom es s ta r t  a t  $179,000.
F airw ay  Hom es from  $189,900. H om esites fe a tu r in g  lake, 
m o u n ta in  and /o r go lf course  views from  $46,900.
C ontact u s  today  fo r th e  finest choice in  F la thead  Lake living.
Flathead lake golf community
P o ison , M o n ta n a  800 -3 7 5 -0 4 8 7  406 -8 8 3 -1 7 3 0  
E m a il: in fo@ m issionbayhom e.com  w ww.m isRinTihaybon ie .com
Patio Homes!
TownHomes
appointment as U.S. attorney general and 
FBI director, both of which he declined. 
However, two other Montanans have accept­
ed appointments from President Bush; his 
first two nominees for U.S. district court 
judgeships are both Montanans who graduat­
ed from UM’s law school.
Richard Cebull of Great Falls, a 1969 
graduate, and Sam Haddon of Missoula, a 
1965 graduate, were confirmed by the U.S. 
Senate in July to fill Montana’s two vacant 
federal district judgeships. Cebull will serve 




f you’re a UM alum and have a published 
book, the University Bookstore wants you. 
Keith Hardin, trade book buyer for the 
bookstore, reports he is willing and able to 
stock all books —  fiction or nonfiction —  
written by UM alumni.
He invites published authors to contact 
him via e-mail, khardin@selway.umt.edu, or by 
writing him at The Bookstore, 5 Campus 
Drive, The University of Montana, Missoula, 
Montana 59801. He asks that authors provide 
the title of the book and the publisher. V
E v id en ce  o f  Griz fan s , u p  c lo se  a n d  p e rso n a l; Our thanks to readers who responded 
to the call for personalized UM and Griz license plates. It’s a clear indication that the Griz have 
national support — from Maine to Arizona. The plates shown above belong to the following, 
from top to bottom, left to right: Thomas W. Brown, Patrick Mourar, Lino Marsillo, Barb and 
Kirby Chistian, Michele Cunningham, John Bansch, John O. Ferro, John Kafentzis, Kevin 
Slovarp, Nancy Beck, Michael Higgs, Tom Cooper, Sean Harmon, Tom Cooper, Carl A. Gidlund, 
Deanna Koepke, Stan Beaudette, David Sorensen, Wells Lamey and John Mohr. Thanks also to 
Loraine MacKenzie Cooney, John and Nancy Wagner and Bo Larsen.
I'll Show You Synergy
U
M’s prowling grizzly bear logo may 
be as potent a force as the image it 
presents. In June it won the 
Synergy Award from the National 
Collegiate Licensing Association. The logo 
and associated products and marketing pro­
grams have won several national awards 
since 1999 when UM became the first uni­
versity in the nation to market its own 
labeled line of clothing.
“I think this award demonstrates how 
unique and innovative our program is,” says 
UM Executive Vice President Bob Frazier. 
“We were clearly one of the smallest
schools represented at the National 
Collegiate Licensing Association, and for 
us to win out over schools the size of the 
University of Missouri or the University of 
California, Los Angeles is pretty signifi­
cant.”
All Griz Gear products are recruitment 
tools for UM, explains Denise Person, 
licensing director. She says all include 
hangtags that display a UM Web address 
and a toll-free number for Admissions and 
New Student Services; the products also 
are designed to appeal to the nine million 
tourists who visit Montana each year. ^
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Leaving Life in the
PARKING LOT
Confessions o f a Griz addict
B Y  T O M  L U T E Y  
L U S T R A T I O N S  B Y  B O B  Z I N G M A R K
I
’m a Grizzly football addict. I admit it.
I’ve never broken into a cold sweat at the sound of 
“Cotton-eyed Joe,” sold blood for 50/50 tickets, or 
woken up in a strange end zone, but I have all the clas­
sic symptoms. I’ve crisscrossed the country twice in 
search of the elusive euphoria of a national championship. I’ve worn 
out two sets of tires making the 400-mile round trip to Missoula from 
my home in, gasp, Bozeman. I’ve missed one home game in eight years: 
my sister was getting married B  out of state, nowhere near Missoula. 
And plane connections weren’t good.
The last four months of every year, my life waits in the parking lot 
outside Washington-Grizzly Stadium. It gets to the point that you have 
to do it to feel normal.
But feeling normal and being normal are entirely different things. 
Grizzly football has forever warped my sense of identity. I have only two 
photographs accounting for my marriage of ten years — before and after 
shots. The first is a much trimmer version of my now fat self decked out 
in a rented Michael Jordan signature tuxedo, my arms wrapped around 
my bride of five minutes. I’d have a tough time picking those two peo­
ple out of a police lineup. With all the persuasion of someone selling a 
miracle diet drug, I assure friends it’s really us.
In the after photo, two large maroon bear paws cover my wife’s 
cheeks. One half of my face is silver, the other maroon with a large num­
ber 14 signifying the length of the Griz winning streak over the MSU 
Bobcats. It’s 1999. The goal post in the background is in shambles and the 
Martel Field scoreboard reads Bobcats 3, Visitors 49.1 now tell my Bobcat 
friends there are teen motorists beside them at stoplights who weren’t 
licensed to crawl the last time the Cats beat the Griz in football.
It’s a subtle transformation from normalcy to Griz fiend. Sure, one’s 
zealot soul must be fertile, but the seed has to be sown. Knowing the 
drug of football is more addictive than any opiate, athletics officials 
make sure that first taste of Grizzly football is free.
It starts out with student seats, the first-come, first-served bench 
seating on the southeast 10-yard line, (continued on page 10)
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Where is
the Parking Lo t ?
Foreigner in the land o f fandom
B Y  M E G A N  M c N A M E R  
I L L U S T R A T I O N S  B Y  B O B  Z I N G M A R K
I
 live close enough to UM’s Washington stadium that if 
I were to take my car to a Grizzly football game, I’d 
simply pull out of the driveway and park on the street. 
If I were to go on foot, it would take fifteen minutes, 
door to seat. If I were to ride my bike, I could finish lis­
tening to the opera on KUFM and be there for the second half.
But I don’t  drive or walk or bike to Grizzly games at Washington sta­
dium. I don’t  go to them at all. I’m not a football fan.
Now, hang on. I’m not against football. W hen I say I’m not a foot­
ball fan it is not the same as when I say, for example, I’m not a fan of 
capital punishment. The not in the second case is emphatic. In the 
first, it’s just a statement of fact. It’s like saying I’m not an opera fan, 
which —  despite the well-rounded scenario above —  is also true.
Recently, though, my children reached the age of awareness and 
started noticing their inherited deficiencies. So I’ve been giving some 
thought to this question of fandom. I think there are two reasons I’m 
■ not a fan of football or, for that matter, any other organized sport.
One. The football games in Cut Bank, Montana, where I grew up, 
were played at night in subzero weather and a high wind. O f course, I 
attended every home game there ever was —  I was a Wolf!
■ But all my concentration was focused on body warmth, or its 
noticeable absence. I yelled myself silly, true, but this was a strategy to 
keep from freezing. I couldn’t see a thing from those low, wooden 
bleachers anyway. The cheerleaders —  their purple noses coordinating 
with the school colors (their legs an ominous blue)— and the sidelined 
players, shivering in a clump like weather-threatened calves, obstruct­
ed my view of the field. I was never sure what went on out there.
Two. The primary place I witnessed televised sports when I was 
young was at my friend’s house, that friend with the cranky, neatnik 
mother, so that to this day I associate televised cheering and sports 
commentary with the sound of a vacuum cleaner. Sports on TV, for me, 
is inexplicably tied up with chores, mindless noise, mirthless expres­
sions, monotony.
I wish this weren’t so.
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(continued on page 11)
prepaid through athletics fees. But the 
soul builds a tolerance to watching 
games from the comer of the end zone.
Soon the newfound fans are seeking 
purer forms of stadium seating in the 
reserved section —  where the hard 
cores dwell. They’re fraternizing with 
the likes of Evan and Cara Filby, 
retirees from Idaho Falls, Idaho, who 
make the 648-mile round trip to 
Missoula at least six Saturdays every 
fall, more if the Griz stay at home dur­
ing the playoffs. And Chuck Johnson, 
state Capitol bureau chief for Lee 
Montana Newspapers, who always seems to know the Helena scuttle­
butt about the team. West of the 50-yard line, there’s a tall blond lady 
in an embroidered stockcar jacket toting a cylindrical purse crafted 
from a license plate. That’s Montana Governor Judy Martz, Griz for life.
Football regulars call this concrete dish of 19,000 fans the Grizzly 
nation. Opposing quarterbacks unable to bark out plays at the line of 
scrimmage call it deafening. My raw voice usually doesn’t  rise above a 
whisper until the Wednesday after the game, by which time I’m buying 
cough drops for the next weekend. Should fans ever begin picking up 
their mail at the ticket office, this would be the eighth largest —  cer­
tainly the loudest —  community in the state. Just forward my letters to 
West section 109, row 13, seat 14.
However, soon it isn’t enough to have 16 inches of aluminum bench 
to call your own. You realize there are twice as many games to be had, 
twice as many Saturdays to get your fix. If a 400-mile round trip to 
Missoula is okay, why not an 850-mile round trip to Spokane? There’s 
always driving involved for Griz fans in Bozeman, anyway. (To get the 
games on the radio, we have to drive thirty miles out of town and park 
on a high hill. This is Bobcat country, and airwaves are Grizzly-free.)
Through psychological trickery you convince yourself the team 
needs you. You inform your boss that Father Joe Glenn and the Hail 
Mary Choir of the Church of Immaculate Reception are performing in 
Portland, Oregon, and you need a religious holiday.
My boss tells people I’m crazy. He’s seen the family photo pinned to 
my cubicle along with ticket stubs from Huntington, West Virginia; 
Chattanooga, Tennessee; Hillsboro Stadium (where the Griz annihilat­
ed the Portland State Vikings 33-21); and another from Martin 
Stadium in Pullman, Washington (where the team torched the Idaho 
Vandals with 505 passing yards and 45 points).
But he doesn’t  know the half of it, hasn’t heard the story of how the 
spouse and I drove 350 miles to Pocatello with a punctured can of bear 
spray leaking underneath the seat of my tiny Toyota pickup. We might 
have stopped and fixed the problem sooner had I not, hurrying to get 
to the game, decided my wife was just coming down with an irritating 
cough. Unfazed by the ordeal, I now include “immune to bear spray” 
under special skills on job applications.
A  delirium sets in on football road trips not unlike the pain-tran­
scending state of spawning salmon. Tired of driving through the middle
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of the night in heavy downpours, 
we’ve camped beneath the bright halo­
gen lights of interstate truck stops, 
daubing with our socks at leaky win­
dow seams. We’ve charted our way 
through snowstorms so blinding it 
almost made sense to hang one hand 
out the car door and feel for the edge of 
the interstate.
The trips are hell and, save for the 
occasional honk and wave from a fel­
low Grizzly nomad, lonely. However, 
there is nothing like pulling into the 
parking lot at a Grizzly road game and 
realizing that within the swell outside the stadium gates, the home team 
fans are grossly outnumbered. Griz fans don’t  visit a home team’s stadi­
um. We rent it. We don’t show up for the tailgate. We bring the beer, 
the bratts, the band, the cheerleaders, the dance team, the long, black 
semi trailer with the giant grizzly painted on the side of it. Like hippies 
at a Rainbow Gathering, we greet one another with a big welcome 
home, regardless of where home happens to be on any autumn 
Saturday.
“W hat if you lose?” my mother always asks as I hand her the keys to 
my house so my game-day-loathing cats are fed while I’m out nursing 
my habit. It’s like asking a male preying mantis what he’ll do if his blind 
date doesn’t  work out. Half the teams in the country lose every 
Saturday, I tell her. More often than not, our team is in the winning 
half, but I’ve gone to the big banquet only to realize too late that the 
Grizzlies were the main course.
I watched from the nosebleed seats of Marshall Stadium as a one- 
man wrecking machine by the name of Randy Moss, now the most tal­
ented receiver in the NFL, punked our guys in the 1996 national cham­
pionship game. I’ve also curled up on the carpet of Missoula 
International Airport, praying the fog would lift so my 1995 charter to 
Huntington, West Virginia, could take off. I’ll take the sinking feeling 
of watching Moss thump the Griz 49-29 over a hard airport floor and 
the missed 22-20 championship victory of 1995.
It’s never easy to say yes to an $800 plane ticket to a football game, 
but it’s just as difficult to say no. The team needs you, after all. Caught 
up in the euphoria of a semifinal game victory, my wife and I have high- 
fived our seat mates, vowing to meet them at the championship game, 
only to come to tears rationalizing our way out of the trip a few hours 
later. The leaves we never raked in the fall are buried beneath the snow 
we desperately need to shovel. The pale December light lasts barely long 
enough for a football game. It’s just one more game. . .  Cursing our obses­
sion, we find ourselves standing in the travel office, paying top dollar for 
one last chance to leave life in the parking lot. Just one more. *8*
Tom Lutey is a 1995 graduate o f UM ’s Journalism School. Between Griz 
games, he's a general assignment reporter for the Bozeman Daily Chronicle. 
His wife, Teresa, is treasurer o f die Bozeman chapter o f the Grizzly Athletic 
Association.
I wish I were a sports fan. Occasionally I’ll give some spectator sport a 
go, but my presence inevitably betrays a certain . . .  absence. Something 
is missing. I’m not sure what, but I feel an intrinsic lack. I have pom­
pom envy.
Worse, I feel I’ve failed my children. Following a football team, or at 
least some kind of group activity involving a ball, is like having a little 
English if your language is something else —  it makes you conversant 
with most of the world. You’re in on the lingua franca of the species, or 
at least the lingo. You may not know the way to San Jose, or wherever 
it is they play the Snow Bowl, but you can still talk about it. (It’s the 
Rose Bowl! In Pasadena!)
I could blame my children’s education. They started out in a private, 
nonprofit, save-the-rainforest kind of school that, ironically, has 
impacted their own evolution. In noncompetitive, hands-on, multi-age 
classrooms, team taught, they studied topics such as the ozone layer, 
acid rain and the warming of the planet. I thought it w a s ^ ^ ^ ^  
fabulous: It was. But it should have been supplement^ 
ed in the home with other global concerns (the ones! 
that vie with the vacuum cleaner). Now they’re expe3 
riencing what I think of as the “ballpark effect,” the 
social fallout from their atypical schooling.
A t my older son’s orientation to his new, 
public school classroom, the teacher ..j 
paced the rows and demanded to know 
each child’s favorite team. My son 
was stymied. Then he tried to 
claim the team of the child in 
front of him, a move that 
brought raised eyebrows.
Clearly, he had no idea if J  
he’d adopted a basket^ 
ball team, a football 
team, or what. A  fewj 
years later he wrote a l  
back-to-school essay in  
which he said he was fond of 
autumn because that’s when yptP 
watch the Super Bowl.
Busted! And it’s all my fault.
W hen my other son first joined the wider world, we made weekly 
trips to Target to buy football cards. This was necessary equipment, it 
seemed, the “camo” needed to traverse the rough terrain of third grade. 
His attempt to mask his sports ignorance reminded me of someone try­
ing to disguise illiteracy. W hen I heard him quietly reciting the names 
of the teams to himself and out came “Kansas City Chefs,” I knew it was 
too late for him. I felt a sad foreboding. But I did rather like the image 
of helmets, cleats, mouth guards and . . .  aprons.
So, okay, I do feel a certain football ambivalence, especially as the 
mother of sons. There’s a little sixties-seventies subversive residue in 
there, for me, anyway, and maybe for some of you.
Wasn’t it at a Grizzly football game in the early seventies that we 
enjoyed lime vodka to excess? Well, why the heck not? The sport was
Megan McNamer’s essays have appeared in Salon, Islands, trips, 
Northern Lights, Child and Sports Illustrated (amazingly enough). She 
holds a bachelor’s degree in music from UM ’76 and a master’s degree in eth- 
nomusicology from the University of Washington. She lives in Missoula with 
her husband and two sons, who disavow any association with the above story.
baffling, and my friends and I —  fresh-from-the-Hi-Line, could-have- 
been-Lady-Griz-if-we’d-practiced —  suddenly realized that it was inor­
dinately male. In fact, it was all male! It was a boy sport, big time.
Then neo-feminism came along, and we forgot about it. But I later 
indulged in a bit of retro-chortling when my children, as toddlers, 
referred to football players as “cartoons.” This was an honest linguistic 
mistake. One day my older son pointed to a cartoon in the New Yorker 
featuring football players. Maybe it was along the same lines as a recent 
one, which depicts two football players philosophizing: “W hen you put 
on the uniform, you surrender a part of yourself.” He asked, “W hat are 
those?” “Cartoons,” I rtmljecL^
Soon after, we were driving 
bver the Madison Street Bridge 
Band he said, “Look! Cartoons!” 
pointing to the practicing 
Grizzly football players. 
I just laughed. I should 
Slave set him straight 
jthen and there.
Because now, I fear 
my boys will never get 
it. They are entirely too 
sanguine about organized sports 
to thrive in that world. (My hus­
band, by the way, is completely sports- 
t dumb and no help at all.) Our younger 
Ison began Little League at age nine, 
s and he was a natural. He ran and threw 
, and I believe did all the things you’re 
-supposed to do. He even knew about 
I  innings and so forth, and soon he was 
I pitching. But when, the following year, I 
mentioned “baseball this spring,” he 
Hooked at me with surprise. “I already did 
Ithat,” he said.
Well, maybe it was the participatory 
aspect he was confused about —  isn’t  fan­
dom something altogether different? No. I don’t believe it is. I think all 
sports fans are surrogate players. O r players are surrogate fans.
If sports is a world, call fandom a country. In Fandom, sports- 
Esperanto is spoken. The climate is constant, the ozone’s intact. You 
live there or you don’t.
And, believe me, you really don’t if you not only went up to Snow 
Bowl (a ski area! near Missoula!) on the day the UM Grizzly football 
team won the N CAA national championship in 1995, but you actual­
ly asked the lone guy in the pro shop —  Where is everybody? &
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UM's Rhodes Scholars
by Caroline Lupfer Kurtz
M  I  I ^  University o f M ontana
■  I has a phenomenal record o f
producing Rhodes scholars. 
Tw enty-eight m en  and  
wom en have received the prestigious award since 1904, the first 
year the competition opened to American students. A s  a result, 
U M  currently ranks fifth among public institutions in the 
nation (excluding military academies) and is nineteenth over­
all. Such an enviable record says many things about both the 
students and the University, according to philosophy Professor 
Tom  H u f f , who has helped shepherd applicants through the 
process for thirty years.
11 U M  always has had a strong interest in public service (a key 
emphasis o f the Rhodes program), reflected in the actions o f the 
faculty and in the attitude o f the administration,” he says. 
“Consequently, we attract socially conscious students and give 
them the education and inspiration to attain their goals.”
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Huff notes that UM faculty are able to give the individual attention 
necessary to allow students to shine academically and “students who 
come here, and those from Montana in general, are usually unpreten­
tious, straightforward, easy-to-talk-to people, and they end up doing 
very well in the interview part of the process. [UM] is not a place that 
teaches elitism.”
As secretary of the state committee responsible for choosing candi­
dates to send to the district level, Huff believes that, in addition to their 
academic records, UM students’ ability to think on their feet and stand 
up for their opinions often gives them an edge in the selection process.
Identifying and encouraging Rhodes candidates is the job of the 
entire UM faculty, says Maxine van de Wetering, a retired philosophy 
professor who helped many students become Rhodes scholars over the 
past two decades. “I got involved because I was interested in getting stu­
dents into programs abroad. I felt it was so important for Montana kids 
to gain a wider world view,” she says. Students who are not afraid to 
take risks academically, “who are interested in exploring the nature of 
knowledge and the meaning behind things” are students she felt would 
benefit from the Rhodes experience. “In particular, we looked for stu­
dents with some kind of ethical standpoint or commitment,” she says, 
“a willingness to make a judgment for right or wrong.”
How does the experience of being a Rhodes scholar stay with peo­
ple? “I believe we all feel it every week of our lives in one way or anoth­
er,” says attorney Jim Murray. In friendships made, doors opened, hori­
zons broadened, the opportunities discovered at Oxford can be life- 
changing. As the following stories illustrate, UM’s Rhodes alumni have 
taken many paths to realizing Cecil Rhodes’ vision that they become 
champions of just causes and “fight the world’s fight.”
The Ex-Patriots
David Howlett
David Howlett ’66 went to Oxford as a Rhodes scholar and never 
left. His offices are in the Bodleian Library, where for more than twen­
ty years he has been editor of the British Academy’s Dictionary of 
Medieval Latin from British Sources. He also teaches Latin at Oxford, is a 
consultant to the Royal Irish Academy’s Dictionary o f Medieval Latin 
from Celtic Sources and a member of the Institut de France in Paris, 
responsible for the Novum Glossarium Mediae Latinitatis, a dictionary of
Latin usage in medieval times, and the Archivum Latinitatis Medii Aevi, 
a journal devoted to medieval Latin studies.
It all might not have happened if his draft board had not changed 
his status in the late ’60s. Howlett recalls receiving his draft notice as 
he finished final examinations at Oxford. He went ahead with a 
planned bicycle tour of the Netherlands. On returning, he found that, 
without an appeal, the draft board had changed his status to “deferred 
for study.”
“So I stayed on for a doctorate in medieval studies,” he says, “during 
which time I married an English girl, worked on a contract for the U.S. 
government at a U.S. Air Force Base, and got a job as the assistant edi­
tor of the Supplement to the Oxford English Dictionary.” His assignment 
was volumes two through four, “but mostly on the stretch from ‘pray’ to 
‘shitty,’ my last word,” he says.
Although most of his childhood was spent in Billings, traveling only 
as far as one set of grandparents in South Dakota and the other in the 
Flathead Valley, Howlett has thoroughly taken on the coloration of life 
in an English university town, one that dates back to the middle ages, 
his preferred milieu.
“W hat I do professionally is also what I do in my. spare time,” he 
says. “I write books about what happened when my English, Scottish 
and Irish ancestors first came into contact with Latin Christian culture 
from the Mediterranean.” These ancestors, Howlett says, “were drawn 
from barbarism into a view of the world as a created artifact, sung into 
existence in seven days by a God who created seven planets, which, as 
each circled the Earth in its crystal sphere, made music —  the music of 
the spheres —  there being, of course, seven notes in the gamut___
“Knowledge, too, was organized in the seven liberal arts, identified 
with the seven Pillars of Wisdom in Proverbs. . .  all conceived as reflec­
tions of the mind of God expressed in number.
“For those who saw through eyes conditioned by a biblical, platon­
ic and ptolemaic view of the universe, number had the fascination that 
the DNA chain has for us. It afforded a window into the structure of 
the universe.”
Howlett has contributed chapters to twelve books on such subjects, 
and he has ten of his own, the most recent of which, Pillars o f Wisdom: 
Irishmen, Englishmen, Liberal Arts, is due out in 2002. And, of course, he 
lectures on all these topics.
“Always such a pleasure to be paid to talk,” he muses.
Nurturing a Tradition
Rhodes scholarships support educa­
tional, travel and living expenses for two 
years of study at the University of Oxford 
in England, with the possibility of 
renewal for a third year. O f the thou­
sands of students who apply each year in 
the United States, only thirty-two can 
be chosen, four from each of eight dis­
tricts. In recent years the districts were 
redrawn, perhaps to the disadvantage of 
UM students, according to Paul 
Dietrich, a professor of religious studies 
and the current campus Rhodes adviser. 
Montana now competes with the much 
more populous states of Colorado,
Oklahoma and Texas, as well as Idaho, 
New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming.
Nevertheless, candidates continue to 
come forward. Last year, Dietrich says, 
one student made it to the district level 
out of a “very impressive group that 
applied from the state.” The year before, 
four students applied. Dietrich, Huff and 
numerous faculty in the philosophy 
department spend time and energy iden­
tifying students who would do well as 
Rhodes scholars, encouraging and nur­
turing them academically and personally.
The tradition of faculty involvement 
in preparing Rhodes scholars began with
H.G. Merriam, professor of English from 
1919 to 1954 and himself a 1904 Rhodes 
scholar from the University of 
Wyoming. He was followed by 
Journalism School Dean Nathaniel 
Blumberg, a Rhodes scholar from the 
University of Colorado; Dean of 
Students Burley Miller, philosophy 
Professors Tom Huff, Maxine van de 
Wetering and Deborah Slicer, history 
Professor Mel Wren; geology Professor 
Arnold Silverman; and Dietrich, among 
many others. Clearly, it takes a commu­
nity, university and a state to produce a 
Rhodes scholar.
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Ann Haight
Soon after completing her doctorate at Oxford, A nn Haight 78 
began developing learning materials for England’s newly organized 
Open University. Although she had benefitted from one of the most 
selective awards in academia, Haight chose to devote most of her pro­
fessional life to a very different sort of educational model —  one that 
reaches out to all segments of society.
The Missoula native was UM’s first female Rhodes scholar, and she 
blazed a strong trail. Women were first permitted to apply for the schol­
arship in 1976. Since, more than half —  five of UM’s nine Rhodes 
scholars — have been women.
Haight describes the Open University “as a way to bring higher edu­
cation to the broadest group of people in a country where such educa­
tion previously had been very elit­
ist.” The Open University takes all 
comers, Haight says, and is based on 
the idea of distance-learning. The 
concept allows people anywhere in 
the country to study independently, 
using materials sent to them or, more 
often now, via computer. The success 
of the approach required special 
types of curriculum materials and 
study tools, which Haight created. 
Since its inception, the Open 
University has graduated hundreds 
of thousands of people and effectively forced other universities to liber­
alize their admissions policies.
Haight left the Open University after four years, but has continued 
as a writer and editor on similar projects for other employers. One pro­
ject involved frequent travel to Romania to produce education materi­
als for that country’s banking industry, which, she says, “desperately 
needed to train a new generation of professionals to build up its infira- 
' structure following the collapse of its command economy.”
Her time as a Rhodes scholar gave Haight the opportunity to expe­
rience a different culture— one that she was “very attracted to.” By the 
time she left Oxford she had married Englishman Graham May; the 
couple have an eleven-year-old son. “There is a cliche version of 
Britain, as there is most places.” she says, “I live in this cliche of crick- 
l et fields and village greens, churches and ancient castles. But I’m also 
I part of a gritty, modem Britain, a healthy multicultural Britain, and I’ve
become very integrated into my community.”
The Advocates
Charlotte Morrison
Many Rhodes scholars go on to attend law school after Oxford, one 
reason being the power of the legal system to effect social and political 
I change, says Charlotte Morrison ’93, a Whitefish native and UM’s most
recent Rhodes scholar.
Morrison received her law degree from New York University in 2000 
and immediately went to work as one of four law clerks for appellate 
I  Judge Rosemary Barkett of the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals. Her 
clerkship coincided with one of the biggest legal controversies in recent 
years — the hotly contested presidential election results in Florida.
The hearings (on the election outcome) were held before all twelve 
active judges of the Eleventh Circuit, instead of just three or four who 
typically hear cases at one time, she says. “All the judges were working 
I  on the election cases and everything else was just shoved aside. You
can’t imagine the amount of paperwork coming in. Hundreds of pages 
every day that had to be read and dealt with. Just trying to keep on top 
of that, plus do research on the issues 
with all the political and media atten­
tion |— it was crazy.”
Morrison and colleagues found 
themselves continually tuned to radio 
reports and CNN because, she says,
“they were finding things out before 
we could. We were writing opinions 
based on CNN reports.” The furor in 
Florida lasted a month and a half, but 
it seemed like forever, she says.
Morrison now is participating in a 
two-year fellowship at the Equal 
Justice Institute in Montgomery,
Alabama. The institute, headed by one of her NYU law professors, rep­
resents death-row prisoners in habeus corpus appeals, which are chal­
lenges both to the conviction and the constitutionality of the sentence, 
according to Morrison. Alabama does not provide counsel for defen­
dants during appeals, she says, and actively caps pay at $1,000 or fifty 
hours for attorneys doing capital defenses. Consequently many prison­
ers awaiting the death sentence did not have the benefit of proper rep­
resentation.
Among her fellow Rhodes scholars, she says, “people had widely dif­
ferent and strong opinions about what it meant to be a leader, to be in 
public service. Their views were very different from my conception. I 
met people for the first time with real political aspirations, which had 
never occurred to me, but they thought the most effective way to cre­
ate change would be as elected representatives. My experience in 
Missoula and since has been more of a grass-roots approach to social 
change.”
Jim Murray
At one point Jim Murray 7 6  had political aspirations. The summer 
of 1972 he left his home on a wheat farm outside of Froid to attend the 
Democratic National Convention. A t eighteen, he was the youngest 
delegate for George McGovern.
Although he continued to be active in student government after 
enrolling at UM, he soon realized his true passion was not politics but
law and the legal philosophy underly­
ing political action. Following Oxford 
and a year at Harvard Law School, 
Murray’s career soared as he was hired 
as a trial attorney by the largest law 
firm in Washington, D.C., and then 
hand-picked for a special, two-year 
assignment with the FBI. Recently, 
not content with past achievements, 
he traded security for the risks of start­
ing all over again.
Being a Rhodes scholar gave 
Murray a new view of himself and his 
roots. “That was absolutely my first 
time out of the country,” he says. “I 
remember clearly being very conscious of defending Montana. I’d never 
even been aware that I was from Montana before.”
A year after leaving Oxford, Murray moved to the nation’s capital 
to work for Covington &  Burling. A short time later, he was picked to
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be a special assistant to William Webster, advising the then-director of 
the FBI on criminal investigations. “I think this was a good example of 
the Rhodes network at work,” Murray says. “It was a spectacular job. 
Webster wanted the critical, outside eye advising him, and he only 
wanted you there for two years. Once you stopped questioning (what­
ever the FBI was doing) it was time to move on.”
He returned to Covington & Burling and became a partner in 1990. 
His mentor was Charles Ruff, principal counsel to President Clinton dur­
ing his impeachment trial. Murray remembers working with Ruff on a 
bank fraud criminal case. “He [Ruff] devoted as much energy, thought and 
grace to that closing statement — for an unknown, unheralded lost soul 
— as he did to the one he gave in the Senate,” Murray says, crediting Ruff 
with teaching him “a lot about judgment and life’s circumstances.”
In 1996 he and two colleagues from other law firms decided to leave 
their secure niches and strike out on their own. “Life was very good at 
our firms and only going to get better, but we were too young to go on 
autopilot,” he says. “Basically we’ve had to prove ourselves all over 
again and it’s been worth it.” Murray and partners located their new lit­
igation firm in Seattle. “We handle cases for Boeing, Weyerhaeuser and 
Costco, but also have the freedom to represent small organizations, 
individuals and nonprofits,” he says.
Trial work is why Murray loves the practice of law, and it directly 
relates to his philosophy training. “Half of legal practice is worrying 
about other people’s problems out of a desire to do what’s right, not just 
what’s expedient,” he says. “We come in daily contact with human 
problems when they have become extreme. Our job is half counseling:
UM Rhodes Scholars
George Barnes, 1904, classics
James R. Thomas, 1906, geology
Garence K. Streit, 1919, journalism
Raddiffe H. Beckwith, 1920, geology
James A. Farmer, 1921, law
Arthur K. Burt, 1923, Ehglish
Dorr C. Skeets, 1930, mathematics/physics
Joseph H. FitzGerald, 1^32reconomics/Sociolog>'
Eugen*$underlin, >033, chemistry
Robert C  Bates/1937, economics
Ralph K. Davison, 1948, political science/economics
Sterling “Jim’̂ oderlind, 195Q» journalism
Walter W. Eyer, 1955, political,science
William Bruce Cook, 1957, politiCul science/history/econqmics
Roger M. Baty, 1958, economic**-,
John U. Carlson, 1962, history ~ -v  \
David R. Howlett, 1966, Latin
Kent deMerS Price, 1967, history/political science /
Mark S.'PeppIerK̂ .973, microbiology
James R. Murray, 1976, philosophy
Ann Haight, 197SJ h is to ry '-— - -
Katie Richards, 1984, classics . -
Andrew VHet, 1986, wildlife biology
David Wheeler, 1988, zoology/pre-med
Bridget Qarke, 1989, philosophy
Molly Ann Kramer, 1991, environmental studies
Scott Bear Don’t  Walk, 1992, philosophy/Native American studies
Charlotte Morrison, 1993, philosophy/honors
Do you want to engage in this fight? Do you really want to say that to 
this person ?”
Early in his law practice Murray thought he eventually would head 
back to academia. “There was a time when I only wanted to teach, and 
that is due entirely to professors I had at UM,” he says. “I learned from 
world renowned minds in legal philosophy at Oxford, but the best teach- 
ers I ever had were at Montana, because they were so devoted to it.”
Caring for Others
Mark Peppier
The first science major to be 
picked as a Rhodes scholar ffom 
Montana in forty years, Mark Peppier 
’73 earned a doctorate in pathology at 
Oxford. Today he is a professor and 
medical researcher at the University 
of Alberta in Edmonton. There he is 
fighting the world’s fight by working 
to develop a new vaccine for whoop­
ing cough appropriate for use in the 
developing world.
Busy with the full complement of 
teaching, research and administration, Peppier still finds time to visit 
grade schools to promote awareness and understanding of the microbial 
world, and in his spare time he has created a set of unique “flash cards” 
of microorganisms for medical and nursing students.
Peppier met his future wife, Ronnene Anderson, a UM journalism 
student, while they were undergraduates, and the two had planned to 
marry right after college. A t the time, however, Rhodes scholars were 
not allowed to be married during the first year of the scholarship.
“So Ronnie met me in Oxford on New Year’s Day 1974, and we 
were married the next day,” Peppier says. “Two years ago we went back 
to England and celebrated our twenty-fifth anniversary with our old 
landlord and the vicar who married us!”
After Oxford, Peppier entered a postdoctoral fellowship at the Food 
and Drug Administration, then was hired by the Rocky Mountain 
Laboratory in Hamilton. “We were both happy and anxious to get back 
to Montana and our roots,” he says. Peppler’s thesis at Oxford had been 
on natural bacteriocidal mechanisms, or how the body fights Neisseria 
menigitidis, the bacterium that causes meningitis. During the four years 
Peppier spent at the lab, he switched his research focus ffom meningi­
tis to whooping cough.
Peppler’s research with whooping cough —  Bordetella pertussis and 
related species —  focuses on how the organism infects cells and how its 
virulence is controlled. Producing the sort of refined vaccine used in | 
the United States is expensive, he says, and requires a series of three 
injections at specific times, making it too costly and difficult to use in 
developing countries where a child is lucky to see a doctor even once.
He and colleagues are trying to develop a vaccine that will work as 
an aerosol, which could be given as a one-time nasal spray. An added 
benefit, he says, is that each child carries the vaccine home and spreads 
it to siblings by sneezing or coughing, providing a booster dose. So far 1 
the data seem good, “but we want to be sure we’re not pawning off 
something that is second rate,” he says. Drug companies are not inter­
ested in such a product because there is no profit in it, he says. So 
Peppier believes it falls to him and others like him to try to do some­
thing about it. “We’re hoping to go to countries that would benefit 
most and help them develop it themselves,” he says.
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David Wheeler
The first response of David Wheeler ’88 to the suggestion that he 
apply for a Rhodes scholarship was “absolutely not,” he says. “I was 
planning to get married right out of school (to classmate JoAnn 
Paprotny) and at that time you weren’t allowed to apply for the schol­
arship if you were.”
It wasn’t until a few days before the deadline, he says, that faculty 
members persuaded him to at least complete the application. He wrote 
his essay the night before it was due, interviewed with the state com­
mittee and was selected as one of two scholars from the district.
“The wedding had to wait a year,” he says, “which in retrospect was 
a good trial for us.” Wheeler spent two years at Oxford gaining a mas­
ter’s degree in physiology with an emphasis on the brain —  quite a dis­
tance from the person who at one point was so disenchanted with edu­
cation that he never finished his sophomore year of high school.
Once married and back home, Wheeler entered graduate school at 
Stanford University to work on a nine-year combined degree, first get­
ting a doctorate in neuroscience and then receiving his doctor of med­
icine degree in 2000. He now is embarked on a three-year residency in 
neurology at Brigham and Women’s and Massachusetts General hospi­
tals in Boston.
Although Wheeler’s Stanford research focused on how changes in 
the strength of the brain’s electrochemical signals relate to memory and 
learning, he now is more interested in clinical questions such as what 
happens in Parkinson’s disease or epilepsy.
“I’ll have to make a decision in three years whether to focus on basic 
research or clinical medicine,” Wheeler says. “It’s a difficult choice. I 
get a big kick out of caring for patients. Lab research is interesting but 
I was really surprised by how rewarding taking care of people is.”
A Voice for People
Sterling “ Jim”  Soderlind
Sterling “Jim” Soderlind ’50 recently retired from a long and distin­
guished career as a journalist and executive with The Wall Street Journal. 
He was “aided mightily” by his Rhodes scholarship, he says, “because I 
became a much better educated person.”
Soderlind was bom in the tiny town of Rapelje and grew up mostly 
in Billings. His undergraduate career interrupted by the Second World 
War, Soderlind returned to UM in 1948 to finish a degree in journal­
ism, then sailed to Oxford in 1950.
He relished the chance to see more of the world. “A  good part of the 
value of the scholarship was travel,” he recalls. “You only go to college 
about twenty-six weeks a year. You’re expected to do a lot of work, a lot 
of it on your own, but you also had the ‘vacs.’ In 1950 and 1951 Britain 
was still suffering mightily from the ravages of the war, rationing was
very severe and a good many stu­
dents took off for the continent.” 
Armed with two suitcases, one 
full of clothes and one full of books, 
Soderlind explored the Mediterra­
nean countries, eventually working 
his way up to Vienna, which was 
under Russian authority at that time.
He returned home in 1952 and 
worked for three years as a reporter for 
the Minneapolis Tribune before he 
joined the staff of The Wall Street 
Journal, first covering furniture and
the appliance trade in the Chicago bureau — “big stuff back then,” he 
says. He soon was promoted to bureau chief and sent to Jacksonville, 
Florida, where he wrote stories on segregation and the civil rights move­
ment from a business/economic viewpoint.
Soderlind rose through the ranks at the newspaper, becoming man­
aging editor and editor of the front page. He helped guide the paper 
through an important evolution. “These were the years of broadening 
coverage, from just reporting financial news to covering the political 
and cultural scene as well,” he says.
Soderlind says that many of his Rhodes classmates became scien­
tists, scholars and teachers in fulfilling Cecil Rhodes’ directive. He 
chose journalism because “there’s probably no other medium where 
you’re closer to the public.”
The Worlds Business
Kent Price
Kent Price ’65, M.A. ’66, got a sudden reminder some years ago of 
his Rhodes pledge to fight the world’s fight when he received a call for 
help from an old friend highly placed at the Bank of New England. At 
the time the bank was on the verge of the largest bankruptcy in histo­
ry, Price says, and he was disinclined to get involved.
“My friend reminded me that sometimes you have to put personal 
interests aside and take a lap around 
the block for your country,” he says.
So Price put his expertise in finance 
and management to use to help 
restructure the bank for its eventual 
purchase by Fleet Bank.
Price has made a long and high­
ly successful career out of taking care 
of the world’s business. After UM 
and Oxford, where he studied mod­
em  history, he spent sixteen years in 
international finance at Citibank in 
New York.
Since, Price has been vice president and chairman of a British 
power-storage company, president of an investment management firm 
in San Francisco, and chairman of a private bank there. Following his 
efforts with the Bank of New England, Price was approached by IBM’s 
chairman to help with some overseas problems. “I ran part of their busi­
ness for four years, living in Tokyo and Singapore,” he says. “Eventually 
I got tired of all this moving around and came back to San Francisco to 
run it from there.”
Price retired from that job a couple of years ago and now heads a 
company called Parker Price Venture Capital, which invests primarily 
in high-tech enterprises in the Bay Area. He recently spoke at a work­
shop on venture capital sponsored by the UM-based Montana World 
Trade Center.
“About fifteen years ago I decided I was doing well enough to start 
helping others,” Price says. He has been a director of the World Wildlife 
Fund, on the board of local hospitals and is a faithful donor to UM’s 
business school. Recently he became a UM Foundation trustee.
“I’ve been honored and delighted to help out,” he says. “I’ve had so 
many opportunities to do things, and much is due to the nurturing I got 
at UM. I’m not sure I would have gotten that any other place.’’ <$£
Caroline Lupfer-Kurtz is a frequent contributor to the Montanan as well 
as UM’s Research View and Vision.
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E
sther England was thirteen years old when her 
family visited Colorado’s Pikes Peak on their 
vacation. Coming down the mountain on the old 
Cog Railway, she was moved to song by the beau- 
ty of the warm August night. Accustomed to 
singing together, her mother, father and two younger sisters joined in.
As the train wheels clacked on the rails, other 
vacationers added their voices. They sang all the old 
classics, from “Take Me O ut to the Ball Game” to “Let 
Me Call You Sweetheart.” It was a moment England 
would never forget.
“The whole car was singing,” she remembers. “It 
was magical. I bet there are people all over America 
who still remember that.” The young woman’s ability 
to inspire song in others was to be her calling.
In 1969, England joined UM’s music faculty.
Thirty-two years later her voice students number near­
ly 1,500 and include world-class opera singers,
Broadway and Hollywood actors and teachers at all lev­
els. They shower England with superlatives — calling 
her “an angel,” “a treasure,” “a major-league horn” — 
and speak with awe about her ability to recognize tal­
ent and to nurture it, to encourage passion for music and song^ahd per­
haps most importantly, to instill confidence.
“I learned many things from her, but I think the most salient influ­
ence she had on my career was her confidence in me,” says Mary Logan 
Hastings, who became a successful opera singer after studying with 
England in the 1970s. She now is an assistant professor of voice at 
Indiana University of Pennsylvania. “Confidence is one of the most 
valuable gifts one can give a voice student, if not the most valuable. I 
only hope now that I can instill in my students half the confidence she 
put in me.”
England clearly is abundantly blessed with confidence. But there is 
something else about her. It is more than her impressive presence, her 
gracious demeanor or her heroic proportions. There is a certain gen­
erosity of spirit, a warmth and strength that emanates from somewhere 
within. Heart, it might be called.
B Y  P A T I A  S T E P H E N S
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v this photo, “And
Students sing the praises of Esther England
It is a radiant spring day in Missoula’s Rattlesnake Valley when 
England takes time out to sit in the sunshine on her deck and discuss 
her life and career. Four extroverted, brilliantly blue-eyed Siamese cats 
chase bumblebees, preen themselves and affectionately rub against 
their mistress. A table full of floral seedlings await transplanting to the 
lush green backyard.
Singing is about giving people great joy, 
says England, who as a mezzo-soprano has a 
lower than average woman’s voice. Never 
mind about prima donnas, she adds: It takes 
immense confidence — a big ego, if you will 
— to put oneself on the line as a singer.
“You also have to have a strong sense of 
self to be a teacher,” England says, “because 
you’re shaping [your students’] souls and 
messing with their deepest feelings. There’s 
only one human activity that’s more inti­
mate than singing.”
A  classroom and studio teacher,
England became a full professor in 1988 
and associate dean of the School of Fine 
Arts in 1993. In 1998 the University recognized her teaching 
prowess with the Distinguished Teaching Award. Then, last fall, after 
three decades of students had benefitted from her brilliance, UM near­
ly lost England —  not once, but twice.
On September 8, 2000, England and her School of Fine Arts col­
leagues were returning from a planning retreat at Seeley Lake when 
their van was caught in a dust storm. The dust, kicked up by plowing 
in a nearby field, obscured visibility and they were hit head-on by an 
oncoming car. As the injured passengers scrambled to exit the van, it 
was rear-ended by a pickup truck. The five-car pileup was nearly fatal 
for England, who suffered severe internal bleeding from a ruptured 
spleen, plus eight broken ribs and head and knee injuries. School of 
Fine Arts Dean Shirley Howell also received serious injuries, but all 
passengers in the UM van survived the accident. A  woman in another 
vehicle was not as fortunate.
England was recovering when she discovered a lump in her breast. 
Upon the diagnosis of cancer, she underwent an immediate mastecto­
my, followed by intensive chemotherapy and radiation treatment. 
Tired and fragile from chemo and blood loss that left her anemic, 
England calk the accident and illness a double whammy. In spite of it 
all, she maintains a positive attitude, saying she’s lucky. “I’m going to 
be just fine,” she says. “We caught it early and the tumor wasn’t  the 
most aggressive type.”
M Esther’s  response to cancer treatment was to 
collect a wide array off hats.
dary Logan Hastings
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Recuperating at home, England taught a fall semester opera seminar 
every Monday night. While she nursed her surgical scars and painful 
broken ribs in her easy chair, ten students gathered around her to study
composers, periods, styles and tech­
niques. In the spring, she returned to 
I  a lighter-than-usual load at UM, 
although the twenty hours a week she 
spent in teaching and administrative 
duties is considered normal by most 
standards.
“Teaching is really hard work,” 
she says. “It’s mentally and emotion­
ally exhausting because you listen 
with every fiber of your being to 
everything they’re doing. You have to 
be ultimately sensitive, and that’s 
hard to do eight or ten hours a day.” 
Though lacking in stamina, 
England found returning to work 
healing. “Teaching saved my life,” she says. “Being suddenly cut off from 
all the students made me feel depressed and isolated. Going back to 
work reminded me that I still am alive, I’m still part of the scene.”
Her presence has been a valuable lesson for her students, too. “It’s 
been good for the kids to see someone traipsing around bald and still 
teaching,” she says. “Cancer is a big scary word, and it demystifies it. My 
students have gained a measure of compassion watching me do it.”
Sue Stanaway
England’s passion for music began early. Bom to an Army nurse and 
chaplain during World War II, she learned to read at age three and a 
half, started piano lessons at age five and began playing flute at age
eight. The family moved to 
McCall, Idaho, 
1 in time for 
f England’s high 
school years.
As a senior, 
England aced an 
essay and quiz to 
f become Idaho’s 
Betty Crocker 
Homemaker of 
( th e  Year. The 
I $500 scholarship 
allowed her to
Esther and Jim Caron choose an OUt-of-
state college. “I never would have come to I he university of Montana 
if I hadn’t  won the Homemaker of the Year Award. Which is ironic,” 
she says with a chuckle, “because I’m the only one of my classmates 
who never married.”
Entering UM in 1962, England planned to study animal behavior 
while playing flute in the University orchestra. But after a theory place­
ment test revealed her perfect pitch and excellent sight-reading ability,
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she was placed in the 
honors theory program 
and officiary became a 
music major. In th e  sec­
ond half of her freshman 
year, she began voice 
lessons with John Lester, 
who helped England 
realize her singing voice.
“He recognized the feroc­
ity of my talent,” she says.
Piano and flute shortly 
took a back seat to voice 
study. “Within a quarter, 
it was obvious to me that 
my voice was my vehicle.
It’s just the way God 
intended my life to go.”
England was an 
enthusiastic student, 
learning music voracious­
ly, performing with the 
Jubileers and the opera 
workshop, and earning 
nearly enough credits for 
four majors besides music.
As a sophomore, she audi­
tioned for the director of 
the San Francisco Opera, 
who told her, “You’re 
ready to go to New York, 
young lady.” But she didn’t 
feel ready, and remained at 
UM, landing her first pro­
fessional gig in her junior 
year as a soloist with the 
Spokane Symphony in Mozart’s Requiem.
England’s senior year was a whirlwind that culminated in one 
momentous week in April 1966. O n the heels of placing first in district 
competition and third at regionals, she was offered a soloist contract 
with the Metropolitan Opera’s touring company. The $16,000 salary 
was three times what her father earned, and she was only twenty-one. 
But, that same week, she received an offer of a Fulbright fellowship to 
study opera in Germany. She had an important decision to make. “I 
talked to a lot of people,” she says. “In my heart, I knew I was too young 
to sing professionally. And I wanted to go to Europe.”
England flew to Munich. There she studied advanced German at 
the Goethe Institut and opera at the Musikhochschule Munchen. 
W hen her Fulbright year was up, she took a professional position as a
Pamela South In “Un Ballo in Maschera” (“A Mask'
soloist with the Bayerischen Rundfunkchor, or Bavarian Radio Choir.
England’s three years with the choir were romantic and exciting. 
She traveled Europe, performing, recording and studying with the best
Italent Europe had to offer. Everywhere 
[she went, people told her she was ready 
for the big time, but something contin­
ued to hold her back.
Then, in another strange twist of 
timing, in the same week she was offered 
both a lifetime contract with a Munich 
choir and a one-year contract as a voice 
teacher on UM’s music faculty. England 
accepted the UM position, accepting 
also that she was 
missing one crucial 
I  element necessary for 
I  professional success 
I  as an opera singer. “I 
had everything that 
it took but ambi­
tion,” she says. “I 
didn’t  have the com­
petitiveness.”
Returning to 
M ontana, England 
would soon find her 
I  niche. It was 1969 and she was barely 
I  twenty-five years old. “I was scared 
I  spitless,” she says. “I had no idea what 
1: it meant to be a teacher, [but] I 
i  learned very quickly. I began to 
I  understand the joy of teaching, and 
>3 that I was bom to do that. 
I  Everything in my career had pointed
■  me in that direction.”
1 
|
__ 1 In the summer of 1970, England 
discovered her first great protege. 
After a performance, she joined colleagues for pizza and beers at the
Heidelhaus, a former Missoula landmark. There, singing country-west­
ern songs with a band, was Pamela South. “She had this huge voice . .  
. a miraculous voice,” England says.
An ex-rodeo queen, South had come from Salmon, Idaho, to study 
music at UM but dropped out when she became overwhelmed by the
theoretical aspects of the major. “I walked up to her and said “Why 
aren’t you in school?” England recounts.
South remembers, “She came up to me and said, ‘You should be 
singing opera.’ And of course, I just went, ‘Yeah, right.’ For her to say 
I that I was going to do opera was just ludicrous. But in her very relent­
less way, she convinced me.”
South returned to UM and spent the next year and a half studying 
under England, who directed her in her first role, the witch in an oper­
atic production of Hansel and Gretel. South then kicked off a winning 
streak on the audition circuit, wowing judges from the Seattle, San 
Francisco and New York Metropolitan operas. South sang with the
Seattle Opera for a year before joining the San Francisco Opera, where 
she would stay for twelve years.
The critically acclaimed soprano has since performed with the finest 
opera companies in the country, singing with the likes of Luciano 
Pavarotti and Placido Domingo and in venues from Carnegie Hall to
Lincoln Center 
and the Kennedy 
Center. South 
now lives near 
New York City, 
most recently 
singing major 
roles with the 
A tlanta Opera 
and L’Op6ra de 
Montreal She soon will accept an honorary Doctor of Fine Arts degree 
from UM.
“If Esther hadn’t put her boot to my butt, I doubt very much I would 
have gone into opera,” South sayS. “I don’t know what I’d be doing — 
singing in some lounge, maybe.” Last March, South returned to UM to 
headline, with Rob Quist, the inaugural production of Odyssey of the 
Stars, a School of Fine Arts gala event celebrating the artistic success­
es of students present and past. England, who produced the musical 
extravaganza, was honored by South on the University Theatre stage.
“[Esther] guided me to a door that I had no idea existed,” South told 
the 800-member audience. “She convinced me to open it, and when I 
did, I saw my life. I would not be standing here if not for Esther.” 
South later muses that England takes great satisfaction in her stu­
dents’ successes. “There are those people who were singers and then 
they teach and they live vicariously through their students,” she says. “I 
don’t  think Esther does that at all. I think this is 
her dream. It’s not about her, it’s all 
about us. It’s a very rare thing.”
England’s co-masters of cere­
monies at the Odyssey of the Stars 
were Jim Caron and Don Collins, a 
dynamic duo who founded the highly 
successful Missoula Children’s 
Theatre. They agree it couldn’t  have 
happened without England.
Caron and Collins met in the sum­
mer of 1970, when England cast them as 
Sancho and Don Quixote, respectively, 
in UM’s production of Man of La 
Mancha —  roles they recently reprised to celebrate MCT’s 30th 
anniversary. England was instrumental in building MCT during its early 
years. “She gave of herself — her unparalleled skills as a musical direc­
tor and vocal coach —  and she never charged us a penny,” Caron says. 
“She brought us a new level of professionalism, which inspired us to get 
better in every aspect, not just in music.”
England was always the strongest link between the fledgling theater 
company and the University’s School of Fine Arts, Caron says, a link
“I  only hope now that I  can
instill in my students half the
confidence she p u t in me. 9
-  Mary Logan Hastings
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that was critical to MCT’s success. 
“Today, 55,000 children a year are in 
plays because of what MCT does,” 
Caron says. “None of those kids would 
be in a play if Esther hadn’t been there to 
help us in those early years.”
The measure of any teacher is in the success of his or her students, says 
fine arts Dean Shirley Howell. “By that measure,” she says, “I think England 
is a great success. Her influence on her students and on the community has 
been profound. Her dedication to her students is quite amazing.”
Musician and songwriter David Simmons’ performing and recording 
career has taken off in the Minneapolis area. “If it wasn’t for Esther 
England, there’s no way on God’s green earth I would have the jobs I 
have right now,” Simmons says. “Esther not only gave me the tools, but 
she also encouraged my passion.”
Former Miss Montana Sue Stanaway, now vice president of invest' 
ments at Salomon Smith Barney in Billings, acknowledged England in 
the credits of her 1998 CD. “My life is testament to a great teacher,” 
Stanaway says. “Esther has devoted her life to discovering, nurturing 
and creating great vocal talent. A diva in her own right, she is the 
absolute best at what she does.”
Lois Myers came to England relatively late in life. She was thirty-six 
years of age and dreamed of singing on an opera stage. England
promised to work her hard, 
and she did, building in 
Myers the skill and work 
ethic she would need for an 
operatic career. Myers 
remembers the effort England 
put into preparing her for her 
annual recitals at UM —  and 
the thrill of earning a rare 
accolade.
“She’s one o f a kind and 
you wont fin d  a better 
teacher anywhere — 
including New York. ”
- Curt Olds
“My greatest moment dur­
ing one of the recitals was when, after an aria, I heard a ‘Brava’ from the 
audience,” Myers says. “I could tell Esther’s voice from anyone’s, and it 
was her g iving me a brava. Bravos and bravas are words that don’t come 
from her mouth often.”
Myers earned a master’s degree in vocal performance from UM in 
1996 and went on to sing with the San Diego Opera, where she recent­
ly finished her fourth season. “Practically every time I sing, I am using 
something that I learned from Esther,” she says.
Dickinson College voice faculty member Lynn Helding says that the 
first teacher can make you or break you. During her five years studying 
under England, she became a finalist at the national Metropolitan 
Opera auditions before landing leading roles with top operas in the 
United States and Europe. “She really gave me all the first, essential 
grounding in both technique and attitude —  what it really takes to be 
a singer,” Helding says.
Baritone Curt Olds first met England at MCT’s summer Performing
Arts Camp when he was fifteen, and it was because of her that he 
decided to attend UM. He studied with her from 1989 to 1994 and 
_  says she profoundly influenced his singing and his life. He now lives 
I  in New York City, where he sings and dances in the Broadway hit 
Riverdance. “UM has a gold mine in Esther England,” Olds says. 
“She’s one of a kind. You won’t  find a better teacher anywhere — 
including New York.”
For her part, England says her students have been her children and 
teaching has been her life. “Every time a student graduates, I have the 
empty-nest syndrome,” she says. “I’m in the background cheering them 
on and being real proud I had some part in it.”
Now, under the greening shadow of Mount Jumbo, England is 
reflecting on her past. “It’s been a wonderful career," she says. After a 
lifetime of giving, she’s been forced to slow down, just a little, and reap 
the rewards. She is humbled by the support she’s received in the after- 
math of her accident and illness.
“It’s been a deeply spiritual and bridge-building time —  to realize 
that my life matters to others, and to realize how much they matter to
J H f l
Esther confers with former musk faculty member George Lewis 
and the late Carroll O'Connor. Lends and O’Connor were stu­
dents together at UM in the '50s.
me,” she says. “The reaction from friends and students has really made 
me feel that my life meant something after all.”
England also is re-evaluating her future. Her singing days are just 
about over, she says, because the surgery to remove her spleen damaged 
her breathing muscles. And without the ability to demonstrate to her 
students, she fears she will be a less effective voice coach. It’s a grim, dis­
turbing fact that she still is coming to terms with. However, she fully 
intends to keep teaching “as long as possible,” and enjoying life, which 
has become precious indeed.
“It was a dark winter for me,” she says, “but now I truly understand 
what spring is all about.” 0?
Patia Stephens is a news editor for University Relations and a frequent 
contributor to the Montanan. She also is Esther England’s latest big fan.
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Smoke Wars: A naconda Copper, M ontana A ir Pollution, and the C ourts, 1 8 9 0 ' 1920 
by Donald MacMillan, Ph.D. 173
Helena: Montana Historical Society Press, 2000, 296 pp., $18.95.
M
ontana is blessed, and cursed, with an 
interesting history. Among its mixed 
blessings are the abundant natural 
resources that have made it a battleground for 
conflicting interests. This highly readable book, 
tells how the people in a community, and then an 
entire valley, sought to make the industries that 
provided their livelihoods accountable for the 
environmental havoc that also sickened them.
William L. Lang, director of the Center for 
Columbia River History at the Washington State 
Historical Society, provides an introduction that 
places the late Donald MacMillan’s work among the 
ever-revising histories of Butte and mining in 
Montana. While MacMillan’s work was “clearly 
influenced by the anti-colonialist and anti-corpo- 
ratist tradition that drew a hard line between male­
factors and victims in Montana’s political and social 
history,” writes Lang, he “edged toward a broader 
viewpoint on the relationships between industry, 
government, and political interest groups.”
Other American mining communities experi­
enced poor air quality at the turn of the century, but 
residents of Butte suffered disproportionately
because of the sheer number of operations concen­
trated there. Smoke created winter inversions so 
bad that descriptions of them defy belief.
William Hutchinson was an enterprising inven­
tor who came to Butte promising deliverance from 
the misery. “His first day at work was not an auspi­
cious one,” writes MacMillan. “He had instructed 
his assistants to be on the job ... before dawn. They 
had dutifully left their hotel at six that morning but 
had gotten lost in the smoke and ended up wander­
ing about the southern part of town until noon, 
when a wind lifted the smoke. ‘Old Hutch’ himself 
fared little better. He had awakened early enough, 
but it was so dark from the smoke he didn’t know it 
was morning yet and overslept...”
For the next three decades citizens tried every­
thing from outright rebellion, to lawsuits, to person­
al audiences with the President to halt the constant 
release of pollutants into the air they breathed and 
the soil on which their stock grazed. The story of 
their suffering, as well as their stalwart efforts to 
confront the source of it, is at once disheartening 
and fascinating.
Commonplace Book of William Byrd II of Westover 
Edited by Kevin Berland, Jan Kirsten Gilliam and Kenneth A. Lockridge
Chapel Hill and London: University of North Carolina Press, 2001, 319 pp., $39.95.
W
illiam Byrd II read voraciously 
— everything from sermons,
■ t o  medical texts, to an 
immensely popular sexual handbook of 
the day. Passages and ideas from all of 
these found their way into his common^ 
place book. “The use of commonplace 
books was predicated on the idea that 
gathering and manipulating extracts of L 
writings by or about wise men could
Kenneth A . Lockridge teaches
help produce an eloquent, wise, and moral human 
being,” write the editors of this book, which pro­
vides revealing glimpses into the private life of one 
of America’s most influential colonialists.
The editors provide a context for the common­
place book, then draw from other published manu­
scripts to examine the book in the context of Byrd’s
life and time in history. Byrd, who 
lived from 1674 to 1744, represented 
his fellow Virginia planters, helped 
found the capital city of Richmond, 
and investigated the natural world 
around him for die British Royal 
Society. In his private writings, he 
unflinchingly examined the personal 
concerns, including marriages, roman­
tic and political rivalries, and sexual 
improprieties, that preoccupied and helped shape 
him. Many of Byrd’s contemporaries, and later 
Thomas Jefferson, also kept commonplace books, 
although few survive intact Americans today may 
read Byrd’s observation and appreciate them for the 
insight they offer into human nature and one man’s 
exuberant life.
H £ |g P
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Tinkering with Eden: Natural History of Exotics in America 
by Kim Todd, M.F.A. ’98, fjjj ’99
New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 2001,302 pp., $26
V
irginia colonist Edward
Waterhouse wrote home to 
Britain that “cows grew big­
ger in Virginia, horses were more 
beautiful and courageous, and deer 
were so fertile that does dropped three 
fawns at a time.” Seeking to improve 
upon this idealized landscape,
Americans imported many species 
now among the most familiar to us — 
the honeybee, brown trout, starling, ringnecked 
pheasant and domesticated rock dove, which 
evolved into the urban pigeon. Long ago these 
immigrants blended into their adopted landscape, 
altered it, and became a part of its creation story.
Kim Todd brings this story to us in measured 
and vivid accounts of the origins, journey and 
eventual fate of some of the exotic plants and ani­
mals introduced to new American habitats.
In 1890, New Yorker Eugene Schieffelin intro­
duced eighty British starlings to Central Park. A 
member of the New York Zoological Society and an 
avid reader of Shakespeare, he wanted all the 
species of birds mentioned in the bard’s plays to 
find a home in the park. Eventually the starling 
found its way into cities and parks throughout 
America, earning the public’s ire through its robust 
colonization efforts that often succeeded at the 
expense of less aggressive native songbirds.
E.B. Webster, a newspaperman and president of 
a mountaineering club, engineered the journey of 
hardy mountain goats from their homes high in the
Selkirks of Canada, across the Strait of 
Juan de Fuca to the spectacular 
Olympic Peninsula of Washington. 
Todd’s description of the peninsula 
captivates the reader: “The landscape, 
bound by the ocean, the strait, and the 
sound, turned in on itself with 
nowhere else to go. The brooding 
introspection bred a maze of creeks, 
summits, and valleys, endlessly familiar 
and endlessly surprising.” In the absence of natural 
predators, the goats clambered onto crags and 
mountainsides oddly suited to them and appeased 
their voracious appetites with almost anything that 
grew there, including alpine wildflowers found 
nowhere else on earth.
If Webster could hike today through the valleys 
and ridges he loved so much, what would he think 
of his efforts to make them known to the rest of the 
world, wonders Todd? “Would he despair over the 
bare patches where the goats take their dirt baths? 
The remnants of overgrazed Flett’s violet? Or would 
he instead be distracted by the oil tankers gliding 
through the strait or the clear-cuts that run straight 
up to the park boundary? Which would spark more 
regret, his desire to bring mountain goats to the 
Olympics or his desire to attract people?”
Such tempered musings are found throughout 
these richly researched accounts, which garnered 
the Pen/Jerard Award in 2000. Todd’s love for lan­
guage and for science will captivate appreciative 
readers and curious naturalists in equal measure.
mm R Tooey wasn’t alone in thinking monkeys 
belonged among the twisting vines and densely woven 
forests o f Florida’s interior. Something about the layers of 
shadow and leafy canopy seemed incomplete without 
small primates swinging from branches.”




The University of Montana 
Alumni Association welcomes 
new officers and new board 
members.*
President 
John C. Wertz ’61 
Arlington, Va. 
President-elect 
William W. Mercer ’86 
Missoula 
Vice President 
Joseph R. Whittinghill '89 
Seattle 
Past President 
Donald E. Nicholson '56 
Missoula 
Board off Directors 
♦Dick W. Barr ’66 
Ennis
Charles H. Bultmann ’66 
Colleyville, Texas 
Robert M. Carlson 76,79 
Butte 
♦Lisette F. Carter *90 
Spokane, Wash.




Leif Bart Erickson ’64, ’67 
Missoula 
•Russell M. Hatch 79 
Mobridge, S.D.
R. Michael W. Higgs 76 
Eagan, Minn.
James Kolokotrones ’86 
Daly City, Calif.
♦Donalee Beary La Bar ’65 
Great Falls 
Tiffany Gribble Madden '86 
Billings 
♦Barbara Lee Pollem ’61 
El Cajon, Calif.
Tracey Lee Reich '86 
Chandler, Ariz.




Mary Ellen Cawley Turmell ’64 
Rolling Hills Estates, Calif.
Emily Hazelton Wells *92 
Portland, Ore.
ALUMNI OFFICE 
Bill Johnston 79, *91 
Executive Director
The University of Montana 





Letter From Our New President
M issoula native John Wertz graduated in 1961 with a 
bachelor’s degree in business 
administration. He received his 
M.B.A. from Northwestern University 
and his Ph.D. in industrial economics 
from Purdue University. John held 
executive positions at Cummins 
Engine Company, United Technolo­
gies and Banner Aerospace. He and 
his wife, Mandy, live in Arlington,
Virginia. They have two daughters; 
their youngest, Monica, graduated 
from UM in 1993. John was a member of the UM 
House of Delegates before joining the Alumni Board.
Most UM alumni have a strong loyalty to their alma
mater. They want a continuing relation- 
ship with their University and want to 
help it improve and prosper. Think of the 
UM Alumni Association as a vehicle for 
making the University a premier institu­
tion of high learning, a lifelong resource 
for you, and a positive influence in your 
community.
The UMAA Board of Directors plans 
to help expand continuing education and 
career services, programs for recent grad­
uates, new information technology and 
courses on the Internet — all for our 
alumni. Our goals include keeping Montana's best in 
Montana and attracting out-of-state students to UM. We 
want to expand the Alumni Community Lecture Series to 
other Montana cities, increase continued on page 27
UM’s Man in Japan by Betsy Holmquist
I
f  you lived in Japan and were 
thinking about attending a 
university in the United States 
and if your interests included 
Robert Redford movies, fly-fish­
ing and wide-open, safe spaces, a 
good person to know would be 
Hideto Masukawa, M.A. ’97.
An exchange student to UM 
in ’91-’92 from Tokyo’s Toyo 
University, Hideto has never for­







made a life- 
changing 
decision. “My father was a salary­
man for an insurance company 
and we’d lived in large cities all 
over Japan,” Hideto says. “We’d 
had no choice where we would 
live. When I graduated I realized I
could live anywhere I wanted. I 
opened up the map. I wanted a 
small, safe community, one with 
natural beauty and culture.” 
Hideto applied to UM and in 
1994 was accepted into the jour­
nalism school’s graduate program. 
He’s never looked back.
Reporting on Missoula’s city 
council meetings as a Kaimin 
reporter quickly taught Hideto 
how to type —  in English. “My 
deadlines were so soon after coun­
cil meetings ended that I didn’t 
have time to translate from 
Japanese to English. I still type 
much fester in English,” he grins, 
closing his eyes and moving his 
fingers rapidly over an imaginary 
keyboard. “ To type Japanese, I 
have to do this.” With eyes open 
he peers down over slowly mov­
ing fingers.
Hideto’s journalism and typing 
skills serve him well today as a 
writer for the Medical Tribune, an
international newspaper based in 
Bonn, Germany. He keeps an 
apartment in Tokyo but jets 
around the world attending med­
ical conventions and reporting on 
them, in English, for the newspa­
per. Hideto credits Charlie Hood, 
Dennis Swibold and Woody Kipp 
for helping him achieve the trea­
sured title of “journalist.” His 
dream is to return to Montana 
and use his skills to write and film 
a documentary featuring the 
state’s beauty, cultures and Native 
Americans.
Hideto regularly reads the 
Missoulian, Independent and 
Kaimin on line. Each fell he 
attends the American College 
Fairs in Tokyo and Osaka. There 
he staffs a UM booth, boldly dis­
playing Grizzly posters and movie 
posters for The River Runs Through 
It and The Horse Whisperer. 
“Robert Redford is very good for 
Montana and UM in Japan,” he
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G o t  I n v o l v e d . .
“A t first the $5,000 adopt- 
a-horse sponsorship fee 
seemed a bit steep,”
Mary Ellen explains.
“What if the Wichmans 
would share the fee?” A 
phone call to their 
friends brought an imme­
diate and enthusiastic “Yes!
The families looked to their 
friendship and its Montana roots 
in designing the horse. Carvings depict the bit- 
terroot and Oregon grape, the Willamette and 
Clark Fork Rivers. Clasped hands represent the 
couples’ friendship and their Missoula-Oregon 
connection. Butterflies symbolize their 
Christian faith, a mortar and pestle — the 
pharmacist’s tools.
The Missoula Ponykeepers carved Big Sky 
from basswood hand-delivered by the Johnsons 
and Wichmans. Two years later, the carvers and 
Theresa Cox, Missoula’s carousel director, 
returned Big Sky to Salem, ready to be painted. 
Today he occupies a treasured outside spot on 
the carousel. “Luck of the draw,” Mary Ellen 
laughs. “We’ve been so lucky throughout this 
whole process.”
Big Sky was originally slated to follow Hazel 
Patton’s lead horse, The General, on the 
carousel. “Because of color considerations, he’s
The Wichmans and Johnsons admire Big Sky.
one horse back,” Mary Ellen explains. “But, 
he’s one of the biggest on the carousel!”
On Sunday, June 2, to the accompaniment 
of a band organ, choral groups, fireworks and 
the delighted “giddy-ups” of hundreds of chil­
dren, the Salem carousel opened to the public. 
For more information on the carousel, and to 
visit Big Sky on line, log onto www.salem- 
sriverfrontcarousel.org.
by Betsy Holmquist
n your next trip to Oregon, be sure to 
visit the hand-carved carousel in 
Salem’s Riverfront Park. Find the 
large cream-colored horse on the outside track 
— the one with a coy tilt to its head — a 
black mane, tail and legs. Check for a saddle 
blanket with carved snow-capped mountains, 
a river and pine tree. Look for a grizzly bear 
breastplate. Saddle up. Take a ride on Big Sky.
Thanks to a friendship that started nearly 
forty years ago in Missoula, Big Sky rides today 
in Salem. Gale ’68 and Mary Ellen Johnson and 
David ’66 and Marilyn Wichman met when 
Gale and David were pharmacy students at 
UM. Following graduation both couples moved 
to Oregon where Gale and David worked for 
PayLess Drug Stores. They each later opened 
their own pharmacies. Now retired, the couples 
remain close friends, as are their families.
Visiting family in Missoula soon after our 
carousel opened, Mary Ellen and Gale fell 
under its spell. Later, at the Salem Art Fair, 
they saw a booth advertising a carousel for 
Salem and met Hazel Patton, who was launch­
ing the project. Hazel too had been in Missoula 
and was inspired by what’s been called “the 
grand-daddy of hand-made, community-spon­
sored carousels.”
S t a y  I n v o l v e d .
High Ho, Big Sky
explains. Last fall Hideto helped host an 
international alumni gathering at Toyo 
University. Hideto wrote an article on 
studying abroad that appeared in one of 
Japan’s largest publications. He soon
I received a call from Yoshiaki Nohara whohad read the piece. They visited about
[ Montana, Missoula and the University.This fall Yoshiaki will enter the graduate program at the UM’s J-School.
Hideto stopped in Missoula this spring 
“purely for pleasure” and dropped by the 
alumni office. He happily claims responsi 
bility for seven continuous years of 
Japanese students living in the apartment
on South 5th East he occupied as a gradu­
ate student. “I cooked and ate a lot of rice 
in that apartment,” Hideto laughs. “Now 
when I visit Missoula I eat at Sushi Hana 
~  five stars!”
He’ll return with special guests in 
August. Hideto’s father recently retired 
and as his gift Hideto told his parents and 
sister he would take them on a trip — 
anywhere they wanted to go. “I have lots 
of frequent flier miles and I imagined they 
would choose Paris or Rome,” he says. 
“But they chose Montana. We’ll go to 
Glacier Park. And then we’ll go fly fish­
ing, all of us — on the Blackfoot.”
UMAA’s presence at non-athletic University 
events, and facilitate interest'based activities for 
local alumni groups
We need your involvement. Contact me 
(jwert7@zgrizzlies.com) or any other UMAA 
board member, or call 1-800-862-5862 and 
speak to our executive director, Bill Johnston. Let 
us know your thoughts, ideas and concerns. You 
are an essential component to the success of this 
University. Get Involved and Stay Involved!
John Wertz
Alumni Events
See p a g e  3 3
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James R. Graff ’57 David B. Rye ’66 Carl A. Gidlund ’67
Class Notes are compiled by Betsy Holmquist *67, 
M.A. ’83. Submit news to the Alumni Association, 
Brandy Hall, The University of Montana, Missoula, 
MT 59812-0013. You may fax your news to (406) 
243-4467 or e-mail it to alumnote@selway.umt.edu. 
Material in this issue reached our office by June 1.
#  ’20s
Kinga Gayeski Mather ’29 of Vancouver, Wash.,
graduate education a t the University o f Idaho.” 
Jean’ne received U M ’s Distinguished Alumni 
Award in 1970.
Eugene C. Tidball ’53, J.D. ’55, has written “No 
Disgrace to My Country,” a biography of his distant 
cousin, John C. Tidball, a Civil War general. The 
book will be published next spring. A resident of 
Boulder, Colo., Eugene is a former UM Foundation 
trustee and a member of the President’s Advisory 
Council.
making plans for the centennial re-dedication of the 
statehouse in July 2002." Cheryl saved Tower Rock, 
a Lewis and Clark historic site, from being sold as 
“excess property” in public auction last year.
David B. Rye '66 is news director for Northern 
Broadcasting System’s new N orthern News 
Network. T he network provides four different 
Montana news programs to more than 20 radio affil­
iates statewide. Dave began his broadcasting career 
more than 35 years ago at KYLT in Missoula and was 
news director and anchor for 17 years with KULR-8 
TV  in Billings.
Girl A. Gidlund ’67, M.A. ’67, retired after a 33- 
year career in the military and as a public affairs offi­
cer for the Idaho Panhandle National Forests. A res­
ident of Hayden Lake, Idaho, Carl writes a weekly 
column for the Spokesman-Review and writes and 
edits for the National Smokejumper magazine. Last 
year he was president of the National Smokejumper 
Association. Carl volunteers as a marshal on the 
Route of the Hiawatha Bike Trail in the Bitterroot 
Mountains, as a trail crew member with fellow 
smokejumpers in the Bob Marshall Wilderness and 
as a host on a Forest Service Island in Priest Lake. To 
assuage Carl, his wife Sally - a proud Idaho State 
alum - personalized her car’s Bengal license plates 
with “UM2."
Martin V. Melos ’69,
M.A. ’71, received the 
George Perkins Marsh 
Prize from the American 
Society for Environmen­
tal History for the best 
book in environmental 
history for 2000 —  “The 
Sanitary City: Urban 
Infrastructure in America 
from Colonial Times to 
the Present” The Uni­
versity of Pittsburgh Press 
recently published 
Martin’s eighth book, “Effluent America: Cities, 
Industry, Energy and the Environment."
T-Shirts & Beer Stuff from 
Moose's Saloon in Montana!
FREE color brochure available 
Moostly Mooses. PO Box 668. Kalispell, Montana 59903 
Phone: 1-406-755-6667 Fax: 1-406-755-9391 
web: http //www inontanaweb com/mooses
wrote inquiring if she were perhaps the “last living 
member of my class?” No, Kinga, our records show 
25 members of the class of 1929 on file. Her letter 
continues, “A t ninety-four I am in excellent health, 
active and am an artist and poet.” Kinga’s poetry has 
been published in several anthologies and her art is 
in six states. “Chrys,” her painting of chrysanthe­
mums, is part of UM’s permanent collection.
1
IP ’50s
Donald C. Orlich ’53, Ph.D. ’63, received the 
Outstanding Affiliate Article Award from the 
Association for Curriculum Development and 
Supervision for “A  Critical Analysis of the Grade 
Four Washington Assessment of Student Learning” 
that appeared in Curriculum in Context. Explaining 
his award, Don writes from Pullman, Wash., “After 
100 published papers, somebody finally read number 
101.”
Jean’ne M. Shreeve 53, Ph.D. ’82, was named 
the University of Idaho Distinguished Scientist 
2001. Jean’ne was honored “for her internationally 
recognized research in fluorine chemistry . . .  for 
effective research leadership. . .  and [for her role] in
James R. Graff ’57 retired in February after a 42- 
year career in marketing. A  Billings resident, James 
serves as a consultant to GSEA Montana, the firm 
he chaired a t retirement, and on the board of direc­
tors for the Montana Broadcasters Association.
’60s
Anthony J. Antonucd '61 recently sent us a fan 
letter. Bom and raised in a tough Brooklyn neigh­
borhood, Tony credits UM with turning his life 
around. Tony has worked 38 years as a teacher and 
counselor and received many awards, including 
being named a distinguished alumni at UM in 1974. 
“I owe all my success to  UM,” he writes from 
Spokane, Wash. “I consider it to be the finest, most 
outstanding university in America.”
Thomas W. Brown ’65 retired after 34 years as 
deputy auditor general for acquisition audits with 
the Army Audit Agency. Tom and his wife, Mari, 
reside in Gilbert, Ariz., where they enjoy the desert 
living and golf courses. Check out Tom’s Arizona 
license plate in “Around the Oval.”
Cheryl S. Hutchinson ’66, part-time executive 
director for the Montana Capitol Restoration 
Foundation in Helena, writes that she’s “already
Celebrate a Century oF Connections!
TIB UMVCSflTY Of MONTMU AUIMM ANOCUTION K 109 YUM OU!
Reconnect to those special memories and be a part oF 
our next 100 years by joining your Fellow active 
alumni in the UMAA today!
Career Networking and Alumni Travel Programs 
Invitations to Homecoming, reunions, tailgates, and morel 
Great discounts on car and hotel rentals and insurance programs. 
Discounted access to campus recreation facilities. & special events. 
Online services - latest info on zGrizzlies.com.
Become one of our UMAA volunteers across the country.
PLUS a free annual membership calendar!
f lN d E  ANNUAL $40 UNCLE L if t  1400 
DUAL ANNUAL ?60 DUAL LIFE 1550
(quarterly paym ents M ib U e /
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Laurie Blauner ’80Mike McGrath ’70 Leon J. Theroux ’71
i p p l
¥  ’70s
Diane D. Dufour-Wong 70  is national treasurer for 
the American Association of Family and Consumer 
Sciences’ Elementary, Secondary and Adult 
Education Professional Section. Diane established 
the Fashion Production/Fashion Marketing Academy 
where she teaches at the nation’s largest high school 
— in Miami, Fla. Diane also writes that her students 
love to hear her Montana tales. “I didn’t leave a 
hanging chad last November,” she reports. Diane’s 
parents, Bernadette and Wilfred Paul Dufour ’41, of 
Lakeside, were on campus in May for Wilfred’s 60th 
class reunion.
Mike McGrath 7 0  was elected Montana’s 19th 
attorney general in November. He previously served 
five terms as county attorney for Lewis and Clark 
County and as Montana’s assistant attorney general. 
Mike and his wife, Joy, have two sons, Pat and Chris.
Stephen 71 and Mary F. Dill 7 9  write from their 
new home in Carefree, Ariz., that they plan “to 
enjoy our dream of spending the winters in the 
warmth of Arizona, and the summers in the beauty 
of western Montana.” Steve is an executive recruiter 
specializing in cardiac device sales. Their son, 
Kevin, has completed his freshmen year at UM.
W. Boyd Collins ’74
Leon J. Theroux 71 , a biological technician at 
the USDA Forestry Sciences Laboratory in 
Missoula, received the Outstanding Science 
Support Award from the Rocky Mountain Research 
Station. Leon was noted for “exceptional technical 
support to the station’s research mission.”
Mark R. Angelo 73, M.A. 78 , will receive 
Canada’s highest award, the Order of Canada, on 
November 14- T he award recognizes lifetime 
achievement in making a difference with conserva­
tion efforts. Mark heads the British Columbia 
Institute of Technology’s Fish, Wildlife and 
Recreation program and founded the 120,000-mem­
ber Outdoor Recreation Council of British 
Columbia. A  resident of Burnaby, B.C., Mark has 
published more than 200 articles and editorials on 
river conservation and other environmental topics.
W. Boyd Collins 74  was promoted to Colonel in 
the U.S. Army following 27 years of military service. 
This summer he moved from Helena to his new duty 
assignment in Salt Lake City. Boyd has traveled 
worldwide with the military and is a Desert Storm 
veteran. He and his wife, Karen, have two children, 
Brittini and Brandon.
J. Kelly Leary 79  joined the Missoula D.A. 
Davidson &  Co. office as a financial consultant. 
Kelly co-owns Sean Kelly’s in Missoula. He and his
wife, Robin, have three grown children.
Gregory G. Murphy 76, is a principal in the 
Billings law firm Moulton, Bellingham, Longo & 
Mather, P.C. and chairman of the Montana Board of 
Bar Examiners. He chairs the National Conference 
of Bar Examiners for 2000-2001.
Thomas A. O’Neil 78,
M.S. ’81, is co-managing 
director for “Wildlife- 
H abitat Relationships in 
Oregon and Washington,” 
published by Oregon State 
University Press. Tom 
directs the Northwest 
H abitat Institute in 
Corvallis, Ore., and writes 
that this book “updates and 
expands the work done by Jack Ward Thomas, now 
a  UM professor. It has direct application to  all of the 
Northwest, including western Montana.”
IP ’80s
Laurie Blauner, M.F.A. ’80, a Seattle resident, 
will have her fourth book of poetry, “Facing the 
Facts,” published this fall by Orchises Press.
3001 Brooks Street 
Missoula* Montana 
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Nancy Hultquist ’85 Kenneth J. Lull ’90 Paul Bergen ’93 Thomas Kevin Gray ’94
Bruce A. Carter M.A. ’82 and Sheri Brownrigg 
were married May 20 in Ojai, Calif. They live in 
Marina Del Rey and would like to hear from friends 
at bapplec@earthlink.com. Bruce is an assistant 
director in TV  production; Sheri designs toys for 
Small World Toys.
Bo Larsen ’83 directs public relations for 
Thunderbird Samaritan Medical Center in 
Glendale, Ariz., and is an assistant director of mar­
keting and communications for Banner Health 
System in Phoenix. He and his wife, Marci, have 
two daughters, who “are being brainwashed to 
become Grizzlies,” Bo writes. “We get up to 
Montana several times each year, especially during 
football season. It’s fun meeting Montana snowbirds 
in Arizona. Quite a few ask if I’m from Montana 
when they see my car.” The Larsen’s VW  van sports 
“Go Griz” vanity plates.
Rita Kay Gibson ’85, department head for access 
services at the State Law Library in Helena, won the 
2001 Support Staff Award from Library Mosaics 
magazine and the Council on Library/Media 
Technicians. Co-founder and chair of the Montana 
Library Paraprofessionals, Rita was recognized for 
her work with mentoring, distance education, con­
tinuing education opportunities and compiling bib­
liographies on library support staff issues. Rita was
featured in the May/June issue of Library Mosaics.
Nancy Carlson Hultquist ’85 is assistant professor 
in the Department o f Communications at the 
University of Nebraska, Omaha, where she teaches 
public relations, media relations and public speak­
ing.
Joe G. Moran '86 and his wife, Julie, announce 
the April 8 birth of their son Harold “Harry” Moran. 
Joe has been teaching middle school social studies 
since 1990. Julie is an elementary teacher. The 
Morans reside in Smyrna, Ga.
Robert C. White ’86 is a financial consultant 
with D.A. Davidson &  Co. in Kalispell. Bob previ­
ously was vice president of sales and finance for 
Great Western Growers of California.
John Barnes M.A. '88, M.F.A. ’88, resigned as 
associate professor of theatre and communications 
at Western State College in Gunnison, Colo., to 
pursue fiction writing full time. John is under con­
tract for six books in the next fourteen months. The 
paperback edition of “The Return,” written in col­
laboration with astronaut Buzz Aldrin (their second 
book together) was released in July. John’s 21st pub­
lished book, “The Merchants of Soul,” will be 
released in November. He can be reached at john- 
bames@sprintmail.com.
Christopher K. Clark ’89 has worked ten years for 
Bracco Diagnostics, Inc. Chris recently completed a 
three-year assignment at corporate offices in 
Princeton, N.J., and was named northwest region 
manager. He lives in Beaverton, Ore.
$  ’90s
Kenneth J. Lull M.S. ’90, commands the l-17th 
Field Artillery Battalion at Fort Sill, Okla. Lt. Col. 
Lull is the first Army National Guard officer since 
WWII to command an active duty battalion. Ken 
was a hydrologist for the U.S. Geological Survey in 
Denver for ten years prior to his current position. “I 
often say 1 would give it all up to go back to 
Montana,” Ken writes. “My heart truly lies in the 
Big Sky country.” He and his wife, Chris, have three 
children —  Krystal, Kenric and Kyle.
Paul Bergen '95 is news director for KXLF-TV in 
Butte. Paul and his wife. Amy Gannett Bergen 93, 
have two daughters.
Brandon W. Byars ’93 is a solutions development 
strategist for the Bernard Hodges Group in Phoenix. 
Brandon develops and manages recruitment strate­
gies and business accounts in the desert southwest.
Thomas Kevin Gray '94 received his doctor of
Our people make the Davidson Companies successful —
and over 89 of them attended the University of MontanaDAVIDSON
COMPANIES
Melissa Banco, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Greg Barkus, k a lisp e ll  
Ken Barkus, k a i spe ll 
John Bebee, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Jim Benson, M isso u la  
Anders Berry, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Eric Borggard, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Bob Braig CAUSPELL 
Rob Braig K alispe ll 
Cynthia Brenden, M isso u la  
Mary Brennan-Dutro, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Mark Brown, Bum  
Aaron Carlson, M isso u la  
Connie Carter, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Laurin Case, M isso u la  
Mathew Clegg M isso u la  
Terry Cohea Helena 
Pat Connors, Bum 
Linda Cooley, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Frank D'Angelo, M isso u la
Andrew Davidson, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Ian B. Davidson, g r e a t  f a l l s  
David Dennis, G re a t Falls  
Fred Donich, Bum  
Brad Dugdale, c o e u r  d 'a le n e  
Elena Dunlop, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Paul Eichwald, M is s o u la  
Lisa Flaherty, Spokane  
Carol Caub, M isso u la  
Amy Gehring g r e a t  f a l l s  
Dale Ciem, D il lo n  
A.J. Grier, s e a tu e  
Bill Coesling Moscow 
Tom Hayes, P o r tla n d  
Leanne Heisler, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Mike Holland, H elena  
Brad Houle, G re a t Falls  
Mike Houtonen, K alispe ll 
Jason HufFord, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Jim Huggins, M isso u la  
Kristen Jacobsea g r e a t  f a l l s  
Kreg Jones, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Tim Kato, M isso u la
Maren Keener, H elen a  
Gale Kreitzberg b i lu n c s  
Meegan Kriley, M isso u la  
Delores Landsverk, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Donn Lassila g r e a t  f a l l s  
J. Kelly Leary, M isso u la  
Bob Lehrkind, B o zem a n  
Jack Mdnemey, l m n c s t o n  
Dan McLaughlin, G re a t Falls  
Jeff Mahon, K a lisp e ll  
Ron Matelich, w h t te f is h  
Joel Mee, P o c a te l lo  
Stacie Meeks, G re a t Falls  
Johan Miller, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Scott MittOn, G rea t Falls  
Michael Morrisoa g r e a t  f a l l s  
Kristie Nelson, G re a t F a lls  
Bill Newman, B u m  
Doug Nicholsoa g r e a t  f a l l s  
Stu Nicholson, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Tom Nicholsoa g r e a t  f a l l s  
Edelene Ohman, B oise  
R.C. Parker, b u h n c s
Philip Perszyk, M isso u la  
Eldon Pfile, G re a t Falls  
Susan Philipps, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Todd Preston, B ill in g s  
Jason Purpura g r e a t  f a l l s  
Keith Radabah, K alispe ll 
Holli Rankin, M isso u la  
Norine Rice, H elena  
Dick Rognas, L e w is to n  
Aaron Rudio, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Karen Schaefer, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Tim Schnee, K alispe ll 
Darren Schuldheiss, M isso u la  
Jim Searles, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Keri Simonetti, M isso u la  
Vonda Sundt M isso u la  
Art Tadej, g r e a t  f a l l s  
Jeff Taylor, B illin g s  
Derek Villeneuve, l o s a n c e l e s  
Amanda Watsoa g r e a t  f a l l s  
Bob White. K alispe ll 
Arlene Wilsoa g r e a t  f a l l s  
Scott Wink, H avre
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c LASS NOTES
Barbara N. Thorson ’94 Laura E. Olson ’95 Melanie Sandoval ’99
North Dakota School of Medicine and Health 
Sciences, Grand Forks. He also received the Kokila 
and Raman Patel, M.D., Family Practice Award for 
his interest in rural health and for being accepted 
into a family medicine residency within the state. 
Thomas began his family practice residency pro­
gram this summer at the UND Family Practice 
Center in Bismarck.
Barbara N. Thorson '94 is administrative coordi­
nator for the English, Foreign Language &. Speech 
Division of Lane Community College in Eugene, 
Ore. “1 would like to say ’hello and best wishes’ to 
everyone at the Kaimin and in the history and edu­
cation departments. Thank you all!” Barbara writes.
Ryan E. Vestal ’94, M.A. ’95, is a senior associate 
in the tax department of Eide Bailly, LLP. He and 
his wife, Kyla Kinghom Vestal '97, live in Billings.
Jennifer B. Hicswa '95 lives and works in New 
York City where she is a regional marketing manag­
er for American International Group.
Laura E. Olson ’95 is manager of copywriting at 
the Stratosphere Casino Hotel &  Tower in Las 
Vegas. Her e-mail is lauraeolson@yahoo.com.
Reid H. Sabin '97 won his second World Cup 
title for telemark ski racing in 2001. Last year Reid 
became the first American to win a  World Cup tele­
mark race. This season he won five World Cup races 
in Vermont, Norway and Switzerland and captured 
the national title. T he February issue of Skiing mag­
azine named Reid one of the top 25 skiers in North 
America. He and his wife, Kirsten Hauge Sabin '92, 
live in Whitefish.
Melanie A. Sandoval ’99 teaches Salish to 250 
students at St. Ignatius Middle School. Melanie 
began learning Salish in grade school in Dixon, but 
found no programs at UM for teaching Native lan­
guages. She develops her curriculum by meeting 
with other American Indian language teachers 
across Montana and from attending a weekly Salish 
speaking group in Arlee.
New Life M embers
John K. Bebee 77, Great Falls 
Diana L  Bjorgen '78, Missoula 
David R. Chisholm ’87, Billings 
Sally Ruehr Chisholm ’86, Billings 
Richard L  Connell ’88, Sparks, Nev.
Teresa Dobrowski Connell ’88, Sparks, Nev.
Penny Warden Cans ’64, Federal Way, Wash.
A. Alan Guenther 70 , Roslindale, Mass.
Mary Murphey Hall ’51, Seattle 
C  Shelton Jones 50, Hillsboro, Ore.
Erin E. Juedeman 95, Billings
Jim R. Kittle ’94, Idaho Falls, Idaho
Unda J. Kittle. Idaho Falls, Idaho
Elizabeth Solera Lybecfc ’92, Chinook
Mary Jo Murphy Obayashi 70, Redwood City, Calif.
Duncan A. Peete 91, Billings
Michele Leary Peil 75 , Raleigh, N.C.
Kenneth D. Peterson 67, Billings 
J. Kin Schulke ’81, Great Falls 
Larry A. Schulz '59, Kalispell 
John L  Swanson ’67, Bartlesville,Okla.
T h e  S o u n d  T r a k  P r o d u c t i o n  o f
M A N N H E I M  S T E A M R O L L E R
E X T R A O R D IN A IR E
Friday, November 16, 7:30 
M etraPark  A rena 
B illin g s , M t ‘ Reserved A rena Seating: 
$55.75, $45.75, $35.75, $25.75 
1-800-366-8538 • 406-256-2422 
O nline: metrapark.com
A  B enefit  F o r  T he  
U niversity o f  M ontana
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A Ceramic Continuum
F ifty Years o f  the 
A rchie B ray Influence
Edited by Peter Held
“T he vision that Archie Bray articulated... 
remains as vital at the start o f  the 21st century 
as it was 50 years ago.” -  American Craft
Published with the
Holter Museum o f Art, Helena
Clothbound, *40.00
Available at bookstores or call 1-800-441-4115
University of Washington Press
P.0. Boi 50096, Seattle, Washington 90145-5096 www.washingten.e6n/nwpress/
A Ceramic Continuum
Fifty Years of the Archie Brag Influence
^ LASS NOTES
Susan Anderson Talbot ’80, Missoula 
Clancy D. Walsh 74, Grand Junction, Colo.
In M emoriam
To be included in In Memoriam, the Alumni 
Association requires a newspaper obituary or a letter 
o f notification from the immediate family. We 
extend sympathy to the families of the following 
alumni, faculty and friends.
Mabel Jacobsen Foster ’24, Missoula 
Alice E. Nichols Johnson '29, Ronan 
Donald William Nelson ’29, Dillon 
George R. Pease ’30, Lynnwood, Wash.
Julia Patten Bell ’32, Billings 
Lois Rhea Dixon ’33, Missoula 
Ann Moser McKinney '33, San Diego 
George DeVoe ’36, Ketchum, Idaho 
Carol Wood Kane ’36, Helena 
Catherine Flynn Anderson '37, Livingston 
Ora Evelyn Cameron Clark ’37, Kalispell 
Kenneth Richard Coughlin 37, Bozeman 
John G. “Jack” Davidson '37, Butte 
Bruce K. Winters ’37, Medford, Ore.
Billy M. Watters ’38, Thompson Falls 
Ronald A. Watters ’38, Columbus 
Edna M. Kelly Kenny ’39, Great Falls 
James E. McCabe ’39, Highland, Calif.
George J. Moffltt '39, Missoula 
Lillian Kyppen Roe Richardson ’39, Helena 
Leonard H. Langen ’40, J.D. '40, Glasgow 
Harold Esterbrook Longmaid ’40, Helena 
Roy Mathias Mart 40, Missoula 
Jesse Wild Poore ’40, Missoula 
Conrad E. Priess ’40, Reno, Nev.
Janet Stiff Shelly ’40, Scottsdale, Ariz.
Ruth Clough Herbert '41, Spokane, Wash.
Robert Isaac Penner ’42, Wolf Point
Dorothy Borcherding Da hi strom ’43, Lewistown
Cyrus “S” Lee '43, Billings
Mallory O’Conner Ingersoll ’47, Portland, Ore.
William P. Lukes '47, Cascade
Marian Joyce Mast Ryan '47, Missoula (correction)
John C. Hoyt, LL.M. ’48, Great Falk
William Mortson '48, Eugene, Ore.
MaMn Tracy Alexander, M.S. ’49, Frenchtown
Abijah Lucore “Blge” Cook ’49, Salt Lake City
William C. Magelssen ’49, Seattle
William Johnson Blair ’50, Missoula
John F. Kincaid '50, Kalispell
Mary Lou Harrison Larson ’50, Ellensburg, Wash.
Mary Ann Dockery Pickrell ’50, Poison
Claire Kassay Rhein '50, Stevensville
Donald E. Ritchey '50, Chula Vista, Calif.
Edwin A. Schiller, M.Ed. ’50, Missoula 
Alan W. Sexton ’50, Evergreen, Colo.
Rosemary J. Jordon '51, Mesa, Ariz.
Harald R. Lellelid ’51, Seattle
Robert E. Tremper '51, Missoula
Ruth Mae Luxford Palmer '52, Decatur, Neb.
Robert William Steiner '53, Hamilton
Eugene V. Lagerquist, M.Ed.’54, Plentywood
Allan L  Porter '54, Anchorage, Alaska
William Bruce Russell III ’54, Spokane, Wash.
John L  Hautzinger ’55, Helena
EMn T. Choong ’56, Baton Rouge, La.
Arthur Leonard Dahlberg ’57, Tustin, Calif.
Lynn Eilefson '57, Fresno, Calif.
Sally Mills Good ’57, Helena
Leona Stoural Harrsch '57, Sedro Woolley, Wash.
Mema Mason Niblack ’57, Springville, Calif.
Sonia A. Tetlie '57, ’59, Kalispell
Jewell Esther Moore '58, Malad City, Idaho
Richard F. Lukes ’59, Groveton, Texas
Roland H. Pedersen '59, Poison
Tradition!
We’r e  P a r t  o f  it!




2 0 0  South P attee  S t., M issoula •  7 2 1 -8 5 5 0
James M. Rowan ’59, Sukun City, Calif.
Thomas “Mike" Granbois ’60, Poplar 
Gail Kammerzell Nussbaum '60, Kalispell 
Robert W. Stewart '61, Woodinville, Wash.
Douglas J. Knapton '63, Bigfork 
Shirley Mae Groves Myers ’63, Poison 
Dale E. Berry ’64, Hamilton 
Robert W. Pkkert ’64, Minocqua, Wis.
Alice Lee Lund ’66, Missoula 
William N. Schuler ’66, Staunton, Va.
Vicki Watson Beaman '68, Helena
Shirley M. Connick ’68, Missoula
Richard Lee Huntsberger ’69, Stevensville
Anthony James Terzo '69, Missoula
Shirley R. Gray Torgerson ’69, M.Ed. ’80, Missoula
Daniel N. Vichorek ’69, Helena
Blanche Hendrickson Hanson 71, Poison
Fred J. Reineke 71, Post Falk, Idaho
Laura Waddill Taylor 71, Anchorage, Alaska
Nellie M. Rinke Hendricksen 72 , Hamilton
Timothy John Mixon 72 , M.Ed. 77, Poison
Douglas H. Myers 72, M.A. ’81, Bismarck, N.D.
Robert Eugene Wind 72, Ballantine
Teressa J. “Tary” Moca bee 73, Ronan
William P. Gillespie, M.F.A. 74, Butte
Donald L  Harrington 74, Billings
Donald C. Popham. M.Ed. 74 , Missoula
Angelo A. “Andy” Logozzo, M.Ed. 75 , Hamilton
Douglas C. Anderson ’84, J.D. ’87, Helena
Heather D. Buchanan-Moore ’85, Auburn, Wash.
Paula A. Nelson '89, Florence
Arlene Beauchaine Savage '92, Dillingham, Alaska
James Elliott Hayhurst ’93, ’95, Helena
Theodore E. Crowe '95, Missoula
Raymond Benjamin Laidet III '99, Missoula
T. Anthony Pollner ’99, London, England
Lynda Jeanne Littlefield '00, Poison
Ron G. Dahlman, Kalispell
Richard Ahlvers Faust, Missoula
Patricia D. Flachsenhar, Missoula
Patsy Waldron Green, Missoula
Frank G. Lovinger. Poison
Wilbur T. McKinney, San Diego, Calif.
Beryl Mahlum, Kalispell 
Natalie Ann Rasmussen, Missoula 
Obert Seim, Missoula
Benefactors Society
New members of the Benefactors Society of the 
UM President’s Club, whose lifetime giving reached 
the $100,000 level since the Fall 2000 edition of the 
Montanan was published, are:
P la tin u m  L eve l ($1,000,000 or more)
McKnight Foundation
Gold  Level ($500,000+)
Irene Evers Estate 
Frank L  Kurtz ’48 Estate
S ilver Level ($250,000+)
The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation 
William V. Moore ’44
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C o p p e r  L e v e l  ($100,000+)
George B. and Janet C . Boldt
William L. ’63 and Phyllis Lindgren ’65 Bouchee
Robert M. Burgess Estate
John R. ’65 and Wendy Barr ’67 Coghlan
Thomas W. ’53 and Neva Cotter
D. A. Davidson &  Company
Dorothy M. Gerer Erickson ’31 Estate
First Interstate Bank of Poison
Freedom Forum
Sherman V. ’43 and Elizabeth Stoick ’50 Lohn 
John S. ’58 and Ellen C. MacMillan 
Paul J. McCann Foundation 
Richard King Mellon Foundation 
Outdoor Writers Association of America 
George R. Pease ’30 Estate
William A. ’52 and Joanne Reynolds 
Georgia Stripp Rowe ’32 
Southgate Mall Associates LLP 
Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Wesley W. and Luella Wilson
Births
Sonja W alden Severtson to Molly Walden 
Severtson '96 and Eric B. Severtson '97, October 9, 
2000, Hamilton 
Vanessa Sharon Burch to Theron L  Burch ’97 and 
Erin Burch, February 26, 2001, Kalispell 
Evan William Wells to Emily HazeKon Wells ’91 
and Todd Wells, March 24,2001, Portland, Ore.
Alumni Events
September 2001  
1 UM Tailgate (Cal Poly)
8  UM Tailgate (Maui, Hawaii)
October 2001
6  UM Tailgate (Sacramento State) 
11*13 Homecoming 2001  
20 UM Tailgate (N. Arizona, Flagstaff)
November 2001  
3 UM Tailgate (Idaho St, Pocatello) 
17  Griz/Cat Football, (Bozeman) 
For more information on these events, call the 
UM Alumni Association: 1-800-862-5862.
M ontanan Classifieds
Alumni Contact Purchase Backroads videos Publications
The Montanan needs you. Our costs keep ris­
ing while our budget stays the same. Please support 
your alumni magazine by sending a voluntary sub­
scription of $15 to Montanan, University Relations, 
University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812.
Made in Montana
Mot&aoa's finest
O o f r e e s  &  ~J~ c a s
Glacfer f y  end
(jrizzltj £>lend 
Evening in M 'ssoula 
fv^W^na (jo ld
BUTTERFLY HERBS




Montana Craft Connection, Inc. Western 
Montana’s only Montana-made craft, local art 
and collectibles Mall. Local craftsmen - Montana 
gourmet foods. Buy Montanan! www.mtcraftcon- 
nection.com; (406) 549-4486; 1806 South Ave. 
West, Missoula, MT 59801.
Montana Antique Mall: Four wonderful floors. 
Antiques, Collectibles; 35+ dealers. Open 7 days, 
331 Railroad, Missoula, MT (406) 721-5366.
ENJOY HISTORY? Try Montana The 
Magazine of Western History. Subscription 




We staff homes, ranches, estates and private 
resorts worldwide. Experienced and screened 
nannies and baby nurses, personal assistants, 
senior companions, house/estate/ranch/resort 
managers, chefs, groundskeepers —  both long 
and short term — H eartland Caregivers, Inc. 
800 866-6266 (www.heartlandcaregivers.com) 
Owned and operated by Montanans. Established 
1984.
Custom Printing at Competitive Prices. Call 
P o la r  P rin tin g  ... when you want it done right 
the first time. (406) 542-2219, Missoula.
(Cut along line)
C l a s s if ie d  A d v e r t is in g  R ates
Regular classified ads, 20 word minimum. Boxed ads may contain logos or 
artwork, 2.187’’ (2 7/32”) width. Phone numbers, zip codes and street num­
bers count as one word each. All text submitted must be typed. Questions?
Montana Classified Advertising 
Space Reservation Form
Name
Company name (if applicable).
Address------------------------------
City----------------------------------- State- Zip-
Call Lowell Hanson at (406) 728-3951 or send your ad to: Montanan, 
University Relations, University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812. 
Payment in the form of a check or money order must be received with ad.
Phone No. i__ L E-mail address
Regular Classified
1- issue rate; $1.75 x ____ = $ ______
no. o f  words Total
2- issue rate; $1.50 x ____ x 2 = $_________
no. o f  words local
3- issue rate; $1.25 x ____ x 3 = $_________
no. o f words Total
Boxed Ads
1- issue rate; $70/inch x ____ = $ ________
inches local
2- issue rate; $60/inch x ____ x 2 = $ _____
inches Total
3- issue rate; $50/inch x ____ x 3 = $ _____
inches Total
Section (check one)
0  Alumni Contact 
0  Art/Music 
0  Gifts/Collectibles 
0  Lodging/B&B’s/Rentals 
0  Made in Montana 
0  Miscellaneous 
0  Publications 
0  Real Estate 
0  Recreation/Outfitters 
0  Services
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Readers took the editor to task for various 
misdemeanors committed in the last issue, 
notably for the story on Backroads of 
Montana. Following are a few letters and my 
attempt'at a defense:
“We received the Montanan this week and 
were very surprised to see the caption on 
page 20 of the three gentlemen ‘straddling 
the headwaters of the Missouri River.’ [Youl 
may be referring to the Jefferson, the 
Madison or the Gallatin headwaters, but that 
is most definitely not the headwaters of the 
Missouri. The latter only occurs when the 
above three rivers combine near Three Forks, 
Montana. No human being could straddle 
these headwaters. Go see for yourself!”
Sincerely, 
Sharon J. Dickman
Editor’s note: Thanks for your e-mail. . . .  
Actually, I believe 1 was right if you go by 
Webster's definition: the small streams that are 
the sources of a river. I understand why you 
think it’s where the rivers meet, as there are 
markers near the highway, and a park, etc., but, 
from my understanding, the headwaters are 
where the streams begin that eventually join to 
make the big river. Thanks for reading the maga­
zine so carefully! Please get back to me if you 
have a more scientific definition than what I’ve 
provided. Perhaps we could have a little ‘debate’ 
in the letters to the editor section.
Joan Melcher
Then there was that sentence in the same 
story referred to above, describing William 
Marcus: “. . .  and Marcus, with his cultured 
elocution, is an unlikely Wibaux native.”
Karen Obrigewitch from Wibaux was not 
amused. She wrote: “Perhaps the kind of elit­
ist attitude reflected in that statement is the 
reason our local high school graduates are 
‘unlikely’ to attend the U of Montana. We 
are from die wrong side of the state — have 
no culture and can’t wax eloquent Your loss, 
not ours.”
I quickly responded with a fairly long mis­
sive, explaining that the author of the piece, 
Patia Stephens, and I had spent a bit of time
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wondering if we should word the sentence in 
that way, but decided to for a few reasons: We 
wanted to give as rich a portrayal of the people in 
as brief a manner as possible (space limitations) 
and William’s manner of speaking is something 
everyone notices. I went on to note that I 
wouldn’t be one to put down someone from 
eastern Montana, since I’m proud that I 
spent my first eighteen years in Forsyth. I 
ended with: We surely did not intend to suggest 
Wibaux (or Forsyth or Ekalaka) are any less cul­
tured spots — jusLthat William’s way of speaking 
is more cultured than is usually found in 
Montana, or for that matter, the United States. I 
hope you keep reading the Montanan and that 
Wibaux high school students at least consider 
attending UM. I think they will find here an atti­
tude that culture and eloquence have no geo­
graphical boundaries.
I received a gracious e-mail back from 
Karen. She wrote: “Thank you for your 
response and background on the intended 
meaning of the word ‘unlikely.’ I don’t know 
William, but his father and mother were 
well-respected and loved in this community. 
His mother died a few months ago (was a 
teacher for years). His dad, Wayne, was 
mayor, coach, teacher, principal and business 
owner in Wibaux for forty plus years.
“Our oldest son attended U  of M and is a 
loyal Grizzly supporter and alumni! Our 
youngest —  a daughter — spent herjresh- 
man year at Missoula before transferring to 
MSU —  she had two older brothers there!”
But we weren’t done yet.
William Marcus wrote: “Thank you for' 
the story that Patia Stephens wrote about 
Backroads. We’ve gotten lots of good com­
ments from viewers and alumni who’ve seen 
the show — or want to see it!
“1 must, however, respond to the com­
ment about my hometown of Wibaux. If you 
knew my high school English teacher, Avis 
Zopfi, there would be no surprise that my 
‘cultured elocution (makes me] an unlikely 
Wibaux native.’ Mrs. Zopfi instilled in me a 
respect for language and for reading. And 
Orrin Hall, my Problems of Democracy
teacher, was an eloquent speaker. I learned a 
lot about presentation and syntax from both 
of them — to say nothing of my parents who 
were both teachers.
“There, now I can go home again!”
Best,
William W. Marcus 
Director, Broadcast Media Center
That explains a lot, William.
I’ll let Patia Stephens respond to him, 
although I won’t miss a chance to plug my 
two favorite Forsyth teachers —  Helen 
Smith, English, and Gene Tuma, geology.
Patia responds: “Neither of us had ANY 
intention of insulting Wibaux residents, although 
of course we saw how it might be taken that way. 
We simply wanted to describe your unusual (for 
Wibaux, for Montana, for the West) accent. 1 




Someone was kind enough to send me the 
Spring 2001 copy of the Montanan. This is an 
excellent publication. Is there an electronic 
version? If so, I’d like to share some of the 
articles with the members of the Missoula 
Area Technology Roundtable to publicize the 
R&D and innovation at the U. (Yes, Russ, 
there is. Just go to www.umt.edu/comm.
Current and past issues of the Montanan are 
available.)
The roundtable is a free effort that I 
founded to promote networking, cooperation 
and increase communications to encourage 
economic development in Montana. It cur­
rently has many participants who are out of 
the state and usually don’t  have access t( > 
news about activities in Montana. As I found 
in the Silicon Valley, networking is key to 
economic growth of any area. (There are also] 
roundtables in Hamilton, Kalispell and Butte.
I hope they can be replicated statewide.
Russ Fletcher 
Missoula Area Technology Roundtable
Continued on page 36
The University of Montana Alumni Association presents
THE 2001 GRIZ/CAT SATELLITE PARTIES!
The 101st Meeting will be played in Bozeman - Bobcat Stadium-Martel Field.
ALASKA
ANCHORAGE 
The Peanut Farm 
5227 Old Seward Highway 
907-563-3283
Rich Owens, '76 907-248-9104
FAIRBANKS
TBA










Silver Dollar Hofbrau 
333 East Shaw Avenue 
559-227-6000










Mike Raemaeker, '82 916-972-1363
SAN RAFAEL
San Rafael Joe 's
931 4” Sheet
415-456-2425
Howard Morse 415-454-6100 
SAN DIEGO
McGregor's Grille and Ale House 
10475 San Diego Mission Road 
619-282-9797
Barbara Pollem 619-579-3611 
SAN FRANCISCO 
Ricky's Sports Bar 
15028 Hesperian Blvd.
510-352-0200
Dick Ford. '64 925-933-4940













1810 N. Avenue 
970-245-9010

















2900 Chinden Blvd 
208-373-1871
Erik Hansen 208-343-1871 X4902
IDAHO FALLS
TBA
Terry Belnap 208-524-2046 
LEWISTON






Scott Soehrmann. '88 630-620-5028
MASSACHUSETTS
LYNN FIELD 
The Big Dog 
Route 1 
781-592-7877 
Kevin Eames, 86 603-929-2190
MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS  
Gabby's Sports Bar 
1900 NE Marshall Street 
612-788-9239
Andrew Lubar, 81 612-342-5610
MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS
Ozzie's Restaurant and Sports Bars 
645 Westport Plaza 
Maryland Heights, MO 63146 
314-434-1000
Kent Vesser. '93 314-822-0099
NEBRASKA
OMAHA
DJ's Dugout (formerly Scorecard) 
636 N. 114" Street 
402-498-8855




6374 West Lake Mead Blvd
702-648-7775
Al Bingham. *95 702-436-3457
YERINGTON
Casino West Sports Bar





Coaches Sports Bar 
1414 Central Avenue SE 
505-242-7111
Marita Brooks, '81/Phlllip May 
505-768-0117/505-266-0781
NEW YORK





300 S. 5” Street 
701-223-1520




Willie's Sports Caf6 
8188 Princeton-Glendale Road 
(Star Route 747)
W est Chester 
513-860-4243










913 NE 3"* Street
541-330-0631








Rookie's Restaurant and Sports Pub 
1328 Tilghman Street 
610-821-8484
Charlotte and Bruce Lauerman 
610-298-3497
Sat., Nov. 17, 2001 
Kick-off 12:05 p.m. MST*




7648 Hwy 70S 
615-662-7474
David Revell, '68 615-333-8976
TEXAS
DALLAS
The Fox and the Hound 
18918 Midway 
972-732-0804




SALT LAKE CITY 
Port O'Call
NE comer of 400 S. and W. Temple 
801-521-0589






Ram Restaurant & Big Horn Brewery 
908 N. Howard Street 
509-326-3745
Ron Gleason, '81 509-921-9521 
TRI CITIES/KENNEWICK 
Sports Page 
6 S. Cascade Street 
509-585-0590




Don Elliston 509-663-8263 
YAKIMA
Jackson 's Sporls Bar
48* and Tieton
509-966-4340
Mike, ‘85 & Carole Mercer
509-966-2360
h ttp ://w w w .um t.edu /a lum ni fo r u p d a te s  o r  call 1-800-862-5862. S o m e  s i te s  n o t av a ilab le  a t  p r e s s  tim e.
Jain us in Celebrating 
the Centennial o f the 
Um fllumni Association 
lilhere Families and Friends 
meet fo r a Fun-Filled 
lUeehend a f Hamecaming Events
r o o T B A L L  G a m e  - G r i z  v s . S t .  M a r y ' s  
S i n g i n g  o n  t h e  S t e p s  
P a r a d e - F i r e w o r k s - D a n c e  
4 D t h  R e u n i o n  - C l a s s  o f  1 9 6  1 
A N D  M U C H ,  M U C H  M O R E !
Don't be left behind...
F o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n  c o n t a c t  
t h e  A l u m n i  A s s o c i a t i o n
1 . a n a . Q E E . 5 B B E
Montana
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LETTERS cont.
^ ^ a n d  Q D ia / f lO / l l / s
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Many thanks to the readers who sent 
in voluntary subscriptions. Here are a few 
of their comments:
Dear Friends at the Montanan:
I usually go to the Classnotes first, 
then return to the front of the magazine 
and read through. As I finished page 17,1 
was thinking: This is really great. I won­
der how they afford all the improve--*?'̂  
ments. Then I turn to page 18 and find 
it’s just a matter of faith. Well, good for 
you. Keep up the good work.
Sincerely, 
Dean H. Albert '50
The Montanan:
I enjoyed the spring edition of the 
Montanan and the color was excellent. 
Keep up the good work. I hope the 
enclosed will help a little bit. I know I 
owe UM a lot more. It is a fine school.
Sincerely, 
Owen Wilson ’52
Please accept this token for the beau­
tiful Montanan magazine — very interest­
ing pictures as well as news.
Regards to all, 
Umberto Benedetti
I enjoy reading the Montanan and 
what is new at the U. The color is very 




Here’s a little help to “save a maga­
zine.” I enjoy keeping in touch with the 
U, thanks to your efforts. I’m hoping to 
make it back to my first Homecoming in 
’04 —  my 50th. Keep up the good work.
Sincerely;
Diane Hollingsworth Barry ’54
Dear Sirs:
Please accept this donation for the
Montanan. It is a wonderful magazine.
Sincerely, 
David T. Kearns
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UM Calling...
Every spring and fall, a team of twenty-five University students telephone UM alumni and friends asking their support for acad­emic programs at the University.
W hen the students connect with someone, it often results in a gift 
for UM —  last year more than 7,500 people said “yes” and con­
tributed just shy of $570,000 — but lately the callers are finding more 
potential donors are able to screen their calls and won’t answer calls 
from a number they don’t recognize.
“Last year we ‘spoke’ to more answering machines than ever before 
and I have to believe it’s not because that many more people are out 
for the evening,” says Kathy Schaub, annual fund director. “I’m sure 
that many now have caller ID and when it says ‘unknown name,’ they 
let the machine answer.”
“I’m no different,” she says. “I’m reluctant to take telemarketing 
calls because I don’t always know how the caller got my number or 
what other calling lists I’ll get on if I respond.” UM’s calling list is 
generated completely from the alumni/ff iend system maintained by 
the UM Alumni office and never sold or rented to non-University 
businesses.
“People are wary of telemarketers,” Schaub notes, “but when they 
know it’s UM, they’re happy to talk with us.”
So, beginning with this fall’s calling, caller ID will recognize the 
phonathon center at The University of Montana so those screening 
their calls will know UM is calling. “We think that will make a huge 
difference in the number of alumni and friends we are able to reach,” 
Schaub says.
She knows the student callers will be pleased as well. Caller John 
Moreland explains why he participates: “We students know it is in our 
best interests to raise a lot of money during the phonathons. The 
Excellence Fund is responsible for funding several scholarships, for
From his station in the UM calling center, John Moreland talks to alumni and 
friends about campus happenings and how their gifts to the Excellence Fund 
benefit him and other students.
longer hours at the library and in computer labs, for meeting depart­
mental needs and more. In general, it’s what’s helping to give me a 
great UM education.” Moreland is a junior from Chicago majoring in 
finance.
Calling nights are specifically designated for each UM academic 
unit and often, on those nights, a dean or faculty member from the 
calling school is on hand to encourage the callers or answer questions 
that alumni may have. “The students’ purpose is to ask for financial 
support for UM, but they really love the opportunity to talk with 
alumni about what’s happening on campus,” Schaub says. “Many peo­
ple we call haven’t been back to campus for years and they depend on 
our students to keep them knowledgeable about UM.”
This fall’s phonathon begins on September 17 and continues until 
December 6.
Long-time UM Foundation sta ff member and officer, 
Sharen P eters, w as named president and CEO o f the  
Foundation on April 16 , succeeding Fred Lee.
P eters, who joined the Foundation sta ff in 1983  a s an 
accountant, had m ost recently been vice president for 
major g ifts . In that capacity, sh e oversaw  the  
Foundation's fund raising sta ff, including the planned 
giving program, which sh e began in  1991 .
Sharen Peters
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W here W ould the University 
Be W ithout Private Gifts?
I n the past fifty years, alumni and friends have given millions of dollars to the University through the UM Foundation.
•  Their gifts have supported scholarships 
—  901 in 2000 and 2001.
•  Their gifts have built buildings —  ten 
campus structures were funded at least in 
part by private gifts.
•  Their gifts have brought outstanding 
educators to the faculty —  UM has 
seven endowed professorships.
•  Their gifts support academic programs, 
student services, faculty and staff devel­
opment, special events, outreach efforts, 
lectures, concerts, exhibitions, competi­
tions and library holdings.
•  Their gifts for the arts uplift us —  mod­
em  and antique musical instruments, art 
for the Permanent A rt Collection and a 
carillon in Main Hall.
•  Their gifts have included valuable histor­
ical papers for the Mansfield Library, 
land, landscaping and research equip­
ment.
“The State of Montana through legisla­
tive appropriations, and the students by 
paying tuition, have provided major fund­
ing for the University,” says President 
George Dennison. “In fact, however, since 
the decade of the 1950s, the private sector 
has emerged as an equal third partner. I 
cannot imagine this campus without ‘Fifty 
Years of Philanthropy’.”
Trustees W ill 
Celebrate Their Past
Since the Foundation’s inception, nearly 250 men and women have 
served on the UM Foundation Board of 
Trustees. On October 12 — the 50th 
anniversary of the first Foundation 
membership meeting — former trustees 
will gather in Missoula to celebrate 
their service at a reunion luncheon.
Marilyn Shope Peterson ’57, who 
heads a committee of former board 
members planning the event, expects a 
good turnout. “Private support will 
always mean a great deal to our 
University, and we, who have helped 
to increase awareness, have much to be 
proud of — and celebrate,” she says.
M emorial Fund Continues Grizzly R iders’ 
Love of the W est, Interest in the University
Since its founding in 1966 under the aegis of The University of Montana Foundation, the Grizzly Riders 
International has included hundreds of 
men and women on its annual outdoors 
expedition of horseback riding, fly fishing, 
hiking, relaxation and general enjoyment 
of spectacular surroundings.
During the annual excursion, forty to 
fifty men and women spend four days in a 
[ Montana wilderness location or at a dude 
ranch. In that setting, their affection for 
the University grows and so does their friendship for each other. As a 
fitting tribute to deceased Riders, members contribute generously to a 
[ memorial fund that has grown to more than $280,000. Interest earned 
I on the endowed fund supports academic priorities at UM.
In keeping with the Grizzly Riders’ interest in the West, wilderness 
and wildlife, members twice designated their support to wildlife biolo­
gy scholarships. Last year’s recipients were graduate students, 
Stephanie Gripne and Brendan Moynahan, who attended the Grizzly 
■ Riders annual meeting to thank their benefactors for financial assis­
tance for their studies.
Gripne helped write a proposal for the 
Bitterroot Watershed Partnership, a com­
munity-based collaboration, for the Large- 
Scale Watershed Restoration Project, 
which she will use as a case study for her 
dissertation on community-based natural 
resource management efforts. Moynahan’s 
research deals with effects of habitat quali­
ty on the sage grouse population in eastern 
Montana. Both are students of Jack Ward 
Thomas, UM’s Boone and Crockett 
Professor of Wildlife Biology and former chief of the U.S. Forest 
Service.
“Grizzly Riders was founded as a philanthropic organization,” 
explains Roy Moline ’52 of Glendive, the organization’s president. 
“The annual wilderness excursion is a means to bring Montanans and 
our friends from out of state closer to the University and therefore to 
become active financial and promotional supporters of UM and its 
mission. The Riders’ support of the Memorial Fund is yet another way 
they continue to assist The University of Montana.”
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Wes and Luella Wilson have their own reasons for supporting The University of Montana.
A UM education is a  good one. Two of their 
daughters are UM grads. They say they feel as well 
prepared for their careers as colleagues who are 
alumni of "prestige' universities.
UM is a  valuable community resource. Before 
involvement in a National Institutes of Health 
technology assessment workshop, Dr. Wilson 
consulted biological sciences Professor Galen Mell 
for reliable research information.
UM  significantly impacts society. As hea|th<are 
professionals, the Wilsons care about scieijMc 
studies conducted at UM. Professor Craig Jdhnsron 
and his team of researchers are m aygg stride^ in 
the treatment of diabetgs^^special mtqrest fdr 
Wes and Luella. _
Their g iving to the UM Foundation 
takes a personal slant too.
Dr. and Mrs. Wilson used appre­
ciated property -  an apartment 
building they no longer wished to 
manage -  to fund a charitable trust. 
They'll receive trust payments for 
life and when the trust ends, assets 
will establish an endowment for 
diabetes research and education.
They claimed a federal income tax 
deduction and avoided capital gain on 
sale o f the property. As Montanans, 
they received additional savings 
through the Montana Endowment Tax 
Credit fo r a planned gift to an 
endowment They support an 
educational institution they care about
Just like Wes and Luella Wilson, 
you can make a gift that satisfies 
your personal reasons for supporting 
UM. We can help.
A  ISP i
I i i  Fo u n d a tio n
Office of Planned Gipjggg
K a r en iH tM g i 
(406) 243-6208 OKS
° r  m  m m  
JohnScibek gsgg 
(406) 243-8874 §8 -' 
(800) 443-5593 
The University of Mongartar 
Foundation 
PX). Box 7159 
Missoula, MT 59807. g! 
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We can get you
We track them  dow n, so you don’t 
have to. W e m ake sure the Montanan 
makes its way in to  the hom es o f  
M ontanans, wherever they live. It’s 
direct-m ailed to approxim ately 
60,000 people, 35 ,000 o f  w hom  live 
in M ontana. T he  rest wish they were 
here —  at least part o f  the time! So 
use your advertising dollars where 
they will count.
Call our advertising representative, 
Lowell H anson —  (406) 728-3951 
—  for a free advertising brochure.
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Your #1 source for personal and business Internet access.
Connect to:
•  High-speed backbone
•  Advanced technology infrastructure
•  E-mail access from anywhere, anytime
•  Web hosting
•  DSL service
•  24/7 technical support
Visit our Web page to leam more.
blackfoot.net ---------------1 —
1221N. Russell St, Missoula, MT 59808 
Toll Free 888-818-4361 • Missoula 406-541-2121 • www.blackfoot.net





Pregay y o u r child's college education today 
a t a fraction o f tom orrow  s prices.
The Montana Family Education Savings Program 
is a unique, state-sponsored section 529 plan that 
makes it easier than ever to save For college. 
Deposits are guaranteed to meet future college 
costs. And there are a wealth of federal and state 
tax benefits. Montana residents can deduct from 
state taxable income up to $3,000 per year ($6,000 
joint) on program contributions.
Check out these unbeatable features:
• Guaranteed to meet future tuition, fees, room 
and board no matter how high costs climb.
• Principal and interest are backed by the full faith 
and credit of the U.S. government up to $100,000 
per depositor.
• Parents can retain control of the assets and obtain 
favorable financial aid treatment.
• Earnings grow 100% tax free and distributions 
are 100% tax free when used to pay for college.0
• Special gift and estate tax benefits make the 
program attractive to grandparents, too.
• Any family in the U.S. may participate regardless 
of income.
• Use at any eligible college, university, proprietary 
or vocational school worldwide.
• Start with just $250. Or set up direct deposits for 
as little as $25 per pay period or $100 per month 
from your financial institution. Do it today!
V I
M O N T A N A
Call toll-free for an information kit:
800- 888-2723
Monday through Friday, 7  am -  4  pm jv\T
“For distributions after 12/31/01
©  2001 College Savings Bank, member FDIC. Ail rights reserved. College Savings Bank is program manager and account depository for the Montana Family Education Savings Program. Mailing address pn r 
Helena, Montana 59624. CollegeSure* CO is a unique investment product the creation and origination of which is covered by one or more patents owned by College Savings Bank The ColieoeSure p n  °  
a  measure of tuition, fees, room and board at independent colleges and universities. Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. Not insured by the state of Montana. Neither the principal invested nor th Intf8xe<110 
return is guaranteed by the state of Montana. Read the Offering Circular carefully before you invest or send money. n® v e s tm e n t
*11010-0601
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